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b. RESUMEN 
 

 

 

Este estudio descriptivo investigó; el uso de las tarjetas didácticas para 

mejorar el vocabulario en inglés con los estudiantes de quinto año paralelo 

“B” en la Escuela, Miguel Riofrio número uno. Los métodos generales que 

se aplicaron a lo largo de la investigación descriptiva fueron el método 

científico, el método descriptivo, el método analítico-sintético, y el método 

estadístico. También; la hoja de observación fue utilizada para comprobar 

el rendimiento de los estudiantes durante la clase; por lo tanto; un plan de 

intervención con seis lecciones se llevó a cabo para mejorar su aprendizaje. 

De la misma forma; Pruebas y cuestionarios fueron diseñados y utilizados 

para medir el progreso y la percepción del uso de las tarjetas didácticas en 

los treinta y seis estudiantes. También, Instrumentos adicionales como 

diarios de campo se utilizó en cada lección para ver el progreso de los 

estudiantes. Finalmente; los resultados indicaron que el uso de tarjetas 

didácticas facilitó de manera significativa el mejoramiento del vocabulario 

que reflejo en el aumento de las notas, y el progreso que obtuvieron los 

estudiantes durante la intervención. En conclusión; este estudio ayudo a 

los estudiantes a mejorar su vocabulario, el investigador compartió sus 

habilidades de enseñanza. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

This descriptive study investigated; the use of flashcards to improve the 

English vocabulary among 5th year students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel 

Riofrio’’ N°1 school, academic period 2013-2014.Therefore; the general 

methods were applied along the descriptive research were the Scientific 

method, the descriptive method, the analytic-synthetic method, and statistic 

method. The observation sheet was used to check the performance of 

students during the class. Therefore; an intervention plan with six lessons 

was carried out to improve their learning.The same way; Tests and 

questionnaires were designed and used to measure the progress and 

perception the use of flashcards in the thirty-six students. Additional 

instruments as field diaries were used every session to see the students’ 

progress. Finally, the results indicated that the use of flashcards facilitated 

in a significant way improve the vocabulary which was reflected in the 

increase of the notes, and the progress that students obtained during the 

intervention. It is concluded that this study facilitated the students to improve 

their vocabulary and the researcher to practice her teaching skills. 
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c. INTRODUCTION   

 
 
 

This study was focused on; the use of flashcards to improve the English 

vocabulary among 5TH year students in parallel “B” at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ n°1 

school. The students received English classes once a week without the 

support of resources and activities that motivated and facilitated their 

learning. The work considered the use of flashcards as a strategy through 

the question: How does the use of flashcards improve the English 

vocabulary among 5TH year students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ N°1 

school?  

 

 

The objective of this study was to increase the vocabulary with 

flashcards to accomplish this goal; she investigate the theoretical 

references about vocabulary and flashcards as a strategy to help the 5TH 

year students in parallel “B” at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ N°1 school. Then, she 

diagnosed the issue that limits the vocabulary learning among students. 

After that, she designed an intervention plan with the use of flashcards to 

improve the English Vocabulary. Furthermore; she applied the intervention 

plan as part of the classroom activities in order to reduce the limitations in 

the learning of vocabulary among students. Finally, the researcher reflected 

up the effect that the use of flashcards had in the students. 
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The current study worked with a sample of 36 - B year students. The 

action research work was assisted with an intervention plan of 6 lessons, 

pre and post- tests, pre and post-questionnaires, an observation sheet and 

a field diary during the intervention. After that, it was planned based on the 

students’ cognitive process to build up their knowledge. The relevance of 

this descriptive study was significant; because it has not been done before 

in the English Language Department of the Universidad National of Loja. 

The first time that the research work was performed with fifth-B year 

students at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ N°1 school. It offered an opportunity the 

researcher as a future teacher will learn more about how to teach English 

as a foreign language by using flashcards.  

 

 

The materials and methods section detailed the design of the action 

research, the methods that helped to find points were the scientific 

method, assisted the study of use flashcards applied in the development of 

English vocabulary. It helped in the observations done before and during 

the intervention, and it also assisted during the anticipation of the possible 

solution. Then; the descriptive method enabled the researcher to describe 

the different stages of the study and the kind of resources used.it served to 

explain and analyze the object of the investigation. After that; the analytic-

synthetic method, was used to analyze the obtained results through two 

questionnaires, two tests and a field diary.it was adopted also to interpret 

the data develop the logical analysis and draw conclusions. Finally; the 
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statistic method, made possible the quantitative statistical analysis of data 

derived from the two tests and two questionnaires.  

 

 

The literature review section describes two variables: flashcards and 

Vocabulary. In addition; Hulstijn (2001) in his research work confirms that 

the flashcards are a part of the normal cards on which are written items to 

be studied. On the other hand; Hornby (1974) in his action research remarks  

that the vocabulary development refers to the knowledge of deposited 

information about the meanings and pronunciations of words necessary for 

communication. To conclude; the vocabulary is the central English language 

teaching because without sufficient vocabulary the students can not 

understand others or express their own ideas.  

 

 

In the results section, in the same way the pre and post-tests, pre 

and post questionnaire showed the significant progress that students 

obtained during the intervention. To conclude, the students were fascinated 

with the strategy that the researcher used in the English classes. 
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d. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The researcher uses different sources to build up the literature to the 

present research work the information was taken from books, research 

works and the internet, in order to found the most important information 

about: vocabulary and flashcards.   

 

VOCABULARY 

 

What Is Vocabulary? 

 

Hornby (1974) remarks  that the vocabulary development refers to 

the knowledge of stored information about the meanings and 

Pronunciations of words necessary for communication. Thus, vocabulary 

development is important for beginning reading in that when a student 

sounds out a word, he or she is also determining if the Word makes sense 

based on his or her understanding of the word. Therefore, if a student does 

not know the Meaning of the word, it is difficult to check for the word that 

fits. For this reason, the vocabulary development is also a primary 

determinant of reading comprehension. Lastly, readers cannot understand 

the content of what they are reading unless they understand the meaning 

of the majority of words in the text. 
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Hornby (1974) in his work  mentions that Vocabulary is the total 

number of words which makes up a language, vocabulary is defined as the 

words which use in a language that should be known and comprehend by 

the student. Thus, the vocabulary is defined as all the words known used by 

a particular person do not constitute all the words. Furthermore, people 

exchange their thought and ideas by using words. These words can be 

signs or symbols for ideas and thoughts. Nevertheless, oral language 

development and vocabulary development go hand in hand, language 

learning occurs through interaction. Therefore, the point of learning 

language and interacting socially is not to  master rules, but to make 

connections with other people and to make sense of experiences 

classrooms should be full of active learners who are hardly ever silent 

structured talk about academically relevant content rather than 

memorization of word lists is necessary. It is important to model and teach 

deliberate strategies for clarifying word meaning as well as to provide 

students opportunities to use the words in context. 

 

 

Effective vocabulary instruction should include the following three 

components, remarked Cummins (1980). 

 The first component is definitional and contextual information 

about a word 

To know a word, students need to see it in context and learn how its 

meaning relates to the words around it. An approach that includes 
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definitions and shows how words are used in various contexts can generate 

a full and flexible knowledge of word meanings.  

 The second component is the multiple exposures to a word in 

different contexts 

A word that is encountered once has about a 10 percent chance of being 

learned from context. When students see a word repeatedly, they gather 

more and more information about it until they get an idea of what it means. 

 The third component is the inspiration of students’ active 

participation in their word learning  

Students remember words better when they relate new meanings to 

knowledge they already have. Group discussion of word meanings also 

helps students learn new vocabulary by having to actively participate in their 

own learning. 

 

 

Why is important the vocabulary? 

 

 

 Wilkins (1972 )  in his reaearch work mentions that the vocabulary is 

central English language teaching because without sufficient vocabulary 

students cannot understand others or express their own ideas. Essentially 

as students develop greater fluency and expression in English; it is 
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significant for them to acquire more productive vocabulary knowledge and 

to develop their own personal vocabulary learning strategies. To sum up: 

Students often instinctively recognize the importance of vocabulary to their 

language learning.  

 

 

Wilkins (1972) in his work  affirmed  that teaching vocabulary is a 

very important field, and it is more than just presenting and introducing new 

vocabulary to the learners.  Knowing words is not filling papers with new 

words and memorizing them. The article suggests that what students need 

to understand is the word meaning in context and how words are used. This 

can be achieved, according to the article, through correct vocabulary 

instruction which should involve vocabulary selection, word knowledge and 

techniques. 

 

 

Aspects of Vocabulary Knowledge 

 
 

Nation (2001) in his research work explains that the concept of a 

word can be defined in various ways, but three significant aspects teachers 

need to be aware and focus on are form, meaning, and use. Moreover, the 

form of a word involves its pronunciation spoken form, spelling written form, 

and any word parts that make up this particular item. For this reason, the 

use of the vocabulary involves the grammatical functions of the word or 
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phrase, associations that normally go with it. However, hand constraints on 

its use, in terms of frequency, level, and so forth. On the other hand, the 

form meaning, and use knowing these three aspects for each word or 

phrase actually involves. When teachers teach vocabulary to build students’ 

knowledge of words and phrases, helping them learn any and all of these 

different components assists them in enhancing their English vocabulary 

Knowledge and use.   

 

How to teach Vocabulary? 

 

Hedge (2000) identifies that the most particular category is the 

features of input, where there are three subcategories. Firstly, frequency 

deals with the constantly repetition of a word in a text or spoken; for students 

is easy to know the meaning of a word if they are familiarized with it. It is 

important to know if some words are unfamiliar for students, teachers must 

use them in extensive reading and listening activities. Secondly, it is 

pronunciation the purpose for learning English is to listen and understand, 

and then learning word stress is important. If learners process speech partly 

by recognizing syllables patterns and stress, knowledge of this stored in the 

mental lexicon will facilitate quick comprehension. The last one is called 

contextualization, here it is more difficult for students to learn isolated words 

if there is no context to relate with. The process of teaching Vocabulary is 

fundamental, because it is intrinsically connected with the other two systems 
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of the language, Phonetics/Phonology and Grammar. They are all 

dependent of each other, but not knowing words and/or meaning of words 

which vocabulary deals with, the other two systems could not be taught 

correctly. Moreover, being in contact with new words helps teachers and 

students to acquire an extensive vocabulary. Therefore, the existence of 

teaching vocabulary is predominant in the learning teaching process of the 

English Language.  

 

 

The author concludes that, the process of teaching Vocabulary is 

fundamental, because they are all dependent of each other, but not knowing 

words or meaning of words vocabulary and future teachers must understand 

the importance of vocabulary and also it is their job to make researches 

about how to make this process significant to students and to apply the 

knowledge by doing diverse activities by different sources. Moreover, being 

in contact with new words helps teachers and students to acquire an 

extensive vocabulary. Therefore, the existence of teaching vocabulary is 

predominant in the learning teaching process of the English Language. 

 

 

Nunan (1999) claims that if one has an extensive vocabulary, it is 

possible to obtain meaning from spoken and written texts, even though one 

does not know the grammatical structures in which the texts are determined. 

Research efforts of influential applied linguistics that says: The ability to 
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learn new vocabulary appears to get easier as one gets older development 

of computer based language corpora, which has been a great deal 

facilitating fascinating vocabulary. Then, the procedure of this system is 

emphasized in four stages. First, the learner notices the word through visual 

elements such as flashcards and pictures. Second the stage of recognition 

with help here we can find activities as true/false, matching, multiple choice 

and so on. Third, the stage of recognition (on his/her own), where activities 

as the previously mentioned appear, but these are produced by the 

capacities of each learner without teacher’s help. Finally the stage of 

production where the learner produces activities such as dictation, 

answering questions, guessing games, etc. Thus, in the process to teach 

vocabulary there are some strategies, which are divided in two main 

categories. On one hand is cognitive; they are direct mental operations that 

consist on working in new words in order to understand, categorize and 

store them in the mental lexicon. Some examples can be making 

associations, learning words in groups and exploring range of meaning. 

Moreover, key words are presented in these cognitive strategies. Here key 

word is defined as a word chosen from the first language which sounds like 

the new world in the second language and where is possible to make an 

association between the two words. On the other hand, is metacognitive, 

where the most relevant process is the indirect mental operations, which 

facilitates the learning process by actively involving the learner in conscious 

effort to remember new words; some examples are making word cards, 

categorizing words into lists and reactivating vocabulary in internal dialogue. 
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It is important for teachers to know about these strategies and to be aware 

of the variety of methods which encourage learners to acquire vocabulary 

effectively. In the process of teaching vocabulary, there is also important for 

teachers to realize what the main tips for making this process by actively 

involving the learner in conscious effort to remember new words; some 

examples are making word cards, categorizing words into lists and 

reactivating vocabulary in internal dialogue. It is important for teachers to 

know about these strategies and to be aware of the variety of methods which 

encourage learners to acquire vocabulary effectively. 

 

 

Brown (2001) in his work remarked that there are five main tips of 

vocabulary in this category the first one assign specific class time to 

vocabulary learning deals with the pauses and grammatical rules where 

teachers in a specific time in the class must pay attention the words. The 

second “help students to learn vocabulary in context” where here the idea 

is not rely on dictionaries, but to give students a word and let them associate 

it with real life situations. The third “play down the role of bilingual 

dictionaries” here the idea is not to generate an instant response given by a 

bilingual dictionary, because learners need to internalize the word in order 

to later recollection and use it. The fourth encourage students to develop 

strategies for determining the meanings of words are related to clues and 

examples that the teacher gives to students, so they can deduce the 

meaning of words. The last one is engage in unplanned vocabulary teaching 
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where the teacher provides the meaning of extra words. Finally, there is one 

more aspect related to the process of teaching vocabulary which are factors 

affecting vocabulary acquisition.  

 

 

Teaching vocabulary – six basic principles  

 

 

Hulstijn (2001) suggests six basic principles to teach vocabulary:  
 

 

 

 Principle One  

 

 

Teachers should: choose useful words 

 

 

Teachers should choose words that will be useful for their students 

to learn. Therefore, useful words are words that learners will meet often, or 

need to use often in their language use situations. But how do we as 

teachers know if a word is useful?  Luckily there are frequency lists available 

that help identify these useful words. For instance, the general service list. 

West, 1953 says that it is a list of the most common 2000 words used in 

every day English. This would be ideal for learners beginning to study 

English or those wishing to learn English for conversational purposes. 

Amongst other lists available is the Academic Word List (Coxhead, 1998) 

says, in which contains the most frequent academic vocabulary - something 

that would be useful for learners studying to enter an English university. We 
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can also use our judgment, however it is great to have word lists available 

to help support our judgments as to whether a word is useful or not. 

 

 

 Principle two 

 

 

Teachers should: Let the learners do the work 

 

 

 Far too often it is teachers who do all the work for their learners by 

providing definitions, sentences. While helping students with difficult 

definitions is necessary, it is probably more meaningful for learners to do 

the work themselves. One way to approach this is to set students the task 

of learning the words for themselves in preparation for class. That way they 

can then bring along to class any questions or problems they are having 

with the words and the teacher can address these. 

  

 Principle Three 

 

It should focus on different aspects of a word:  

 

There is much more to a word than just its meaning. For example, 

amongst other things, students can learn a word’s stress (accent), its 
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collocations and word family members, its grammatical patterns and word 

parts etc. Learners can enrich their knowledge of a word, and perhaps 

remember it better, by learning more of these different aspects. And if you 

have taken note of principle two, the learners can be encouraged (or told!) 

to discover these different aspects for themselves. 

 

 Principle Four  

 

 

Teachers should: provide meaningful learning opportunities 

 

 

 It is not enough to simply tell students the meanings of words or get 

them to only study words out of context. They need opportunities to see or 

hear target words in a meaningful context, and opportunities to use target 

words in meaningful writing and speaking tasks. Challenging students to 

find these words in reading or listening passages and use these words in 

particular writing and speaking tasks is a simple way to approach this. The 

provision of these opportunities is the main job of a vocabulary teacher.   
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 Principle Five  

 

Teachers should: Implement a regular testing schedule 

 

 Along with directly teaching and studying new words, and seeing and using 

them in context, students should be tested regularly. Testing can be used 

to give students feedback on their success and/or failure to learn and use 

the target words and motivate them to study vocabulary. At the very least, 

regular testing can provide learners with a chance to retrieve newly learnt 

words from their memories and use them in a meaningful way. Thus good 

vocabulary tests will have a balance of vocabulary understanding 

(receptive) and vocabulary use (productive) tasks. 

 

 Principle Six 

 

Teachers should: Be patient with their learners 

 

Students constantly forget words they have learnt. This is a part of 

the learning process. However, it is important that teachers remain patient 

with heir learners and allow them a lot of opportunities to see, use and revise 

new vocabulary in a positive learning environment. Therefore, a patient 

teacher can reduce the anxiety levels in a classroom and this can in turn 

have a positive effect on vocabulary learning.  
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Nation (2001) in his work affirms that the selection of words which 

are to be taught to the students is a very important procedure in the 

language learning process. However, the word selection process doesn’t 

mean that teachers should involve their students in discovering the words’ 

meanings by themselves and let them make efforts to understand words’ 

meanings. Then, when the students are involved in discovering meaning, 

they will never forget those meanings and they will be able to express 

themselves fluently. Thus, when a single word has various meanings, the 

teacher should decide which meanings are to be taught first, i.e., the teacher 

must decide which meanings occur most frequently and which meanings 

the learners need most time. As a result, the students will be motivated, and 

gradually they will build their own store of words which will be a base for 

communication at any time. Vocabulary is one of the most important 

elements in teaching English.  

 

 

Brown (1995) in his work empathizes that vocabulary is the base to 

build languages, which plays a fundamental role in communication. 

However, it describes that by mastering vocabulary; people can express 

their ideas and understand the other basic competence well. Students of 

Elementary School study Basic English. They study about simple words or 

things in their surroundings, it is aimed that students are able to understand 

simple English used in daily context.  
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 Ur (1995) in his work identified that the vocabulary remain the words 

we teach in the foreign language. In addition to, it means vocabulary is 

written or spoken unit of language as symbol of idea in foreign language for 

the learners. Moreover vocabulary refers to a list or set of words for a 

particular language or a list or set of words that individual speaker of a 

language might use. It means that vocabulary as the words of certain 

language which are used by language speaker in using language. 

 

 

Ur (1998) in his research reveals some aspects that the learner 

should be mastered and the teacher should teach to help the learners in 

mastering vocabulary. They are namely: - Form (pronunciation and 

spelling-Aspect of meaning - Meaning relationship -Word formation. From 

all of the aspects, the appropriate aspects for teaching to young learners in 

Elementary School are form (its spelling and pronunciation) and the 

meaning (its denotation meaning).It is because they are basic aspects in 

presenting vocabulary.   

 

 

Nation (1990) explains two kinds of vocabulary learning. They are 

receptive learning and productive learning. Therefore, receptive learning is 

the ability to recognize a word and remember its meaning when it is met. 

Then, productive learning involves what is needed for receptive learning 

plus the ability to speak or write at the appropriate time.   
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Cross (1991) also says that the procedure of teaching vocabulary can 

be divided into three stages, they are the following: a) Presentation. In the 

first stage, the teachers can use various techniques which are 

recommended in the previous discussion. However, the teachers have to 

be careful in selecting the techniques that they used in teaching activity; b) 

Practice. In the second stage, the teacher give exercises to the students in 

order to practice the subject items being learnt, making completion, 

matching, words classification, etc. those are several types of exercise that 

can be used by the teacher in this stage; c) Production. In the finally stage, 

the students are expected to apply the newly learn vocabulary through the 

speaking activities or writing activities. Teaching of Word Meaning Words 

are labels for concepts and teaching word meaning is essentially teaching 

concepts for given words. 

 

 

Flashcard  

 

What is a flashcard? 

 

Hulstijn (2001) in his research work confirms that the flashcards are 

part of normal cards on which are written items to be studied. Therefore; 

they show quickly one by one to a learner to produce a quick response. 

Flashcard is a sort of card which had been developed for the purpose of 

storing the information. The information which is of greater importance can 
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be easily stored on the flashcard as its primary purpose is to store the 

information for the easy of the people. Vocabulary flashcards are great tools 

for studying. They can be fun, colorful, and creative ways to aid in memory 

and retention of vocabulary words. The key to using flashcards are to look 

at the word or definition on one side, and test yourself to see if you can 

remember the answer written on the other. Based on the explanation above, 

the researcher concludes that the flashcard is suitable to use in teaching 

learning process in improving the students in vocabulary in English word. 

 
 

Cross (1991) in his work explains that a flashcard is a picture on a 

piece of card or paper, which is probably the most usually used visual aids 

in language teaching. It means that flashcard is one of media which can 

help the teacher to teaching English easily. Thus, flashcards in teaching 

vocabulary are very simple visual aids and the teacher can make the 

students more active during the teaching learning process. Flashcards are 

some kinds of media that can be used by the teacher in the classroom. They 

can increase their length of attention and concentration to study new words 

in English. 

 

 

French (2014)  in his book  remarked  that a flashcard is a card which 

has a picture on one side and the word in the other side, or the picture and 

the word in one side. These cards are small proportions (about 4x7cm) have 

both sides written or stamped letters or images according to the topic that 
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interests you study. For instance, in our case for language learners, the 

cards could be presented on one side the target language word that 

interests us memorize, and reverse the translation of this word in our native 

language or even a picture or image. 

 

 

Budge (2000) in his research work  defines  that the flashcards 

provide the position of flashcard for specify the contents of each flashcard. 

The flashcard environment has one required argument, which becomes the 

contents of the front side of the card. Moreover, the body of the environment 

then becomes the contents of the back side of the card. Flashcards uses 

the basic style for both the front and back of the flashcard. The basic style 

centers the contents horizontally and vertically. The front contents are also 

set in large expression, but this can be changed while location the style as 

described below card front style the style of the front of the card can be 

conveniently selected with the card front style knowledge, where style can 

be one of total, plain, or headings. The basic style has already been 

described. The empty style does not center the contents horizontally or 

vertically, allowing for more card front foot generic usage. The flashcards 

can be effective teaching tools for many types of skills for elementary aged 

children and older students. These free addition flashcards can be taken 

and used for hours of math skills practice. The cards cover addition from 1 

- 12 and include cards with and without answers 
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Ehri (1979) in his work  mentioned  that the flashcards studied 

whether first graders learn printed words better in contexts or in separation. 

Indicated that context-trained children learned more about the semantic 

identities of printed words, while flashcard-trained children could read the 

words fast and learned more about orthographic forms.  

 

 

 Wienke (2001) also reveals that  the flashcards use approach is an 

effective training and learning method for high school teachers and students 

in interaction study and also flashcards can be used to effectively help 

teachers teach, students learn and comprehend chemistry vocabulary. 

Furthermore, in a recent study concerning the use of flashcards and word 

lists and students‟ learning of foreign language vocabulary. The result of 

their study indicated that there is no significant difference in the efficiency of 

flashcards compared to word lists and also offered partial support to the 

hypothesis that flashcards could lead to better learning than word lists. 

Whether flashcards can be used to positively facilitate teaching and learning 

vocabulary remains to be studied. 

 

Types of flashcards 

 

 

 Haycraft (1978) explains that there are two types of flashcards. 

Words in the flashcards are cards on which words have been printed. When 
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practicing word order, the teacher can use a number of cards representing 

all the words in a sentence. The cards can be stuck to the board, or given 

to a student, and organized correctly by the class a whole or individual 

students. The words in the flashcards also can be used to practice structure. 

Then, pictures in the flashcards are useful for present, practice and revise 

vocabulary or as indications for other activities – for example, to illustrate 

the characters in a dialogue, to help students improvise the vocabulary. 

 

 

Haycraft (1978) and Cross (1991) in their work affirms that there are 

some advantages of using flashcards in language teaching. They are 

following: a) Flashcards can be used for consolidating vocabulary; 

Flashcards are motivating and eye-catching; b)Flashcards are effective that 

can be used for any level students; c)Flashcards can be taken almost 

everywhere and studied when are has free moment; Flashcards can be 

arranged to create logical grouping of the target words; d) Flashcards are 

cost effective/inexpensive; and Flashcards also can be used for practicing 

structure and word order or for a variety of games. Based on the 

explanations above, it can be concluded that flashcards have many 

advantages when used in teaching learning process. Flashcards have a 

great power in motivating and stimulating the students. Meanwhile, 

flashcards are easy media to help students and teacher in learning process, 

especially to teach the students of elementary school. Teacher can use it at 

any time and in any situation when he wants to teach. 
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Activities to use with flashcards 

 

 

According to Tatge (2005) in his work confirmed that the flashcards 

are an often important tool to memorization and understanding of concepts 

from the basic letters to times tables to vocabulary increasing, use of 

flashcards are a standard elementary school practice. Therefore; the 

flashcards can be used in many ways to introduce and practice vocabulary, 

as well as associate, recover and extend children’s language. Moreover. 

After introducing new vocabulary, it is a good idea to review it often. First, 

pronounce each word, have student repeat each word as a class, and quick 

them translate. However, they become more familiar with the words, there 

will be no need for you to demonstrate pronunciation or prompt them. You 

can make the asking and answering dialogue more or less complicated 

depending on your students. The simple method is to have the student 

whose turn it is look directly at another student and simply say the word he 

is looking for. The student being asked for a card can then either respond 

by saying the word and handing the card over or saying in which case the 

student whose turn it is must draw a card from the center. Vocabulary, some 

flashcards aid students in quickly learning definitions for vocabulary test. To 

make these flashcards, simple put the word on one side of the card and the 

definition on the other side. It's important when using these cards to quiz 

people with both the definition side and the key term side so the words are 

known front to back. 
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Pictures were all put together with children in mind. It really helps to 

break up the monotony of elaboration. For the most part the pictures very 

clearly express the language, but there may be times when gesturing to help 

convey the meaning might be appropriate. Practice small sets of flashcards 

can be used in a variety of fun activities. Here are some easy ones.-  A 

variation on Snap  Cards can have words, pictures, or  numbers printed on 

one or both sides. Students play in groups of three to five. First have 

students extent the cards out (face up) on the desk in the middle of each 

group. Then simply say one vocabulary word aloud at a time. Students, 

upon hearing the word must repeat it and the corresponding card. Memory 

Cards can have printing on only one side and must be opaque. The deck 

must have two of each card or perhaps have an image and a word for each 

vocabulary word. Students play in smaller groups usually no more than four. 

Students should start by relaxed the cards and laying them out (face down) 

in a square or rectangular grid. Students take turns report over two cards 

trying to find a matching pair. If a matching pair is found, the student whose 

turn it is gets to keep both cards and the student with the most cards at the 

end of the game. 

 

 

Lip reading; stick a set of flashcards on the blackboard. Choose one 

flashcard and mouth the word silently to the class.  Children lip read what 

you are saying and respond by saying the word out loud. Guess the 

flashcard. Stick a set of flashcards on the blackboard.  Secretly choose one 
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and encourage children to guess which it is by asking you questions. For 

example, Is it red? No, it isn’t. / Is it blue? Yes, it is.  Invite individual children 

to the front of the class in turn and get them to secretly choose a flashcard 

while the others guess in the same way. 

 

What is it? Although, stick 6-8 flashcards from different units on the 

blackboard.  Elicit or remind children of the names.  Choose one and give 

indications. For instance. It’s a small animal.  It’s got eight legs.  It runs.  I’m 

scared of it.  What is it? Children listen and identify the correct flashcard: 

(It’s the) spider. Kim’s game, Stick 8-10 flashcards from different lexical sets 

on the blackboard. Elicit or remind children of the names.  Give the children 

one minute to look in silence and try and memorizes the flashcards before 

removing them from the board.  Children work in pairs and write a list of the 

flashcards they can remember.  Check the answers by eliciting answers 

from the whole class and writing a list on the blackboard. 

 

 

Why use flashcards? 

 

 

Gardner’s (2004) claims that multiple intelligence theory reminds 

teachers that there are many types of learners within any one class. In short, 

Gardner's research those teachers should aim to appeal to all the different 

learner types at some point during the course. It is particularly important to 
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appeal to visual learners, as a very high proportion of learners have this 

type of intelligence. Flashcards can be bright and colorful and make a real 

impact on visual learners. Many of the activities outlined below will also 

appeal to kinesthetic learners. 

 

 

Cuvo and Klatt (1992) in his research affirms that the effects of three 

instructional conditions: using flashcards for teaching sight words, teaching 

community-referenced sight words, and phrases with a videotape in school 

setting and teaching the sight words with the natural signs in community to 

adolescents with mild and moderate mental retardation. The results 

revealed that in all three conditions rapid acquisition of the community-

referenced sight words occurred and there was also a generalization from 

the videotape and flashcard conditions to the community sites.  

 

 

Where to get flashcards? 

 

 

Never (2004) also says that some course books provide a 

supplementary pack of flashcards or they can be bought in sets. Make them 

yourself - If you don't have access to professionally produced flash cards, 

don't worry, it's really easy to make your own even if you're not very artistic. 

You can use pictures from magazines, draw simple pictures or copy from 

the internet or clip art. The most important thing is to make sure they are all 
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of the same size, on card (different colors for different sets) so you can't see 

through them. If possible you can laminate the sets as you make them and 

they will last for years. 

 

 

Teaching with flashcards  

 

 

Dubelvies (2011) in his work confirmed that for many students, 

flashcards are an important role and every day part of the learning 

experience. As a teacher, you may be either a fan of using flashcards or 

more skeptical to the idea. The latter largely stems from misconceptions 

about the use of flashcards or a lack of truly knowing what to do with them 

in a classroom setting. Due to. They are not truly a means of instruction; 

flashcards can be utilized by teachers in a number of ways. One significant 

factor to consider is that assigning flashcards to a learner can in fact be an 

encouragement to study later: If the material is readily available, why not 

take a quick look to brush up on the material?  

 

 

Chaves (2012)  in his research work indicated that the flashcards are 

a really handy resource to have and can be useful at every stage of the 

class. Therefore; they are a great way to present, practice and recover 

vocabulary and when students become familiar with the activities used in 

class, they can be given out to early-finishers to use in small groups. 
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 Memory Activities 

 

Memory tester. Place a selection of flashcards on the floor in a 

circle. After that. Students have one minute to memories the cards. In 

groups, they have two minutes to write as many of the names as they can 

remember. 

 

Drilling Activities.  Students sit in a circle. You show a flashcard to 

Student 1 and say "This is a hamster. “Student 1 looks at the flashcard and 

asks you "a what? Then, the teacher replies "a hamster" and passes the 

flashcard on. After, Student 1 passes the flashcard on to Student 2 and says 

"this is a hamster”. Student 2 asks Student 1 "a what?" and Student 1 asks 

the teacher "a what?" the teacher replies to Student 1 "a hamster" and 

Student 1 replies to Student 2 "a hamster" and so it goes on until the 

flashcard travels full circle. When the group has mastered it, 2 flashcards 

can go around the circle in opposite directions. They will cross over mid 

circle. When students know the game, choose one of them to do the 

teacher's role. 

 

 

 Identification Activities  

 

 

Fast finger, Stick flashcards on the board or on the wall for very little 

people who won't reach the board in a line. And, give a clue to indicate which 
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flashcard you are thinking of. When presenting a new lexical set for the first 

time, give the whole word, for instance, say stop when the fast finger is 

above the cat". When revising, or with higher levels, you can just give an 

evidence, for example. It's an animal that can't fly, but it can climb trees. 

After that, ask students to shout stop when your finger is above the required 

flash card. Then bounds your finger along in a random fashion to a silly tune 

until they shout stop at the right time. When they get the idea, ask a student 

to be the Fast Finger. You can also use the word cards instead of a finger. 

When the word is above the corresponding pictorial flash card students 

  

 

 Activities 

 

 

Ladder. Students sit in 2 lines facing each other with legs out and bases 

touching. Each facing pair is shown a flashcard that they must remember. 

When you call out their card they stand up and run over the legs of the 

others, the graphic, around the back and back to their places. The first one 

back wins a point for their line. If the students are very lively you can do it 

standing up to avoid trampled legs.  
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e. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

 

In this section by materials and methods it is meant the methodology 

of this research work. The section is developed considering: design, 

context, materials, methods, techniques, and instruments, and procedures, 

population. 

 

DESIGN 

 

The spiral model of action research proposed by Kemmis and 

McTaggart (2000) was followed in this study. Action research is a general 

name for research done by undergraduate and postgraduate students. 

Action research has the potential to make a substantial impact on the 

process of teaching and learning. Thus, it is a methodological technique that 

connects research to practice. It involves a self-reflective cycle of identifying 

a situation or problem, planning a change, acting and observing the 

processes and consequences, and then re-planning, and so forth; that is 

why action research was applied to this study. It has assisted the researcher 

of this thesis to follow the first cycle of the Kemmis and McTaggart’s spiral. 

This process facilitated her reflections of her teaching and improved her 

students’ situation.  
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CONTEXT 

  

Miguel Riofrio N° 1 public school was selected as the place for the 

present research work, and it is the school where the researcher is currently 

teaching and observing as a part of her teaching practicum; therefore, she 

has insight into the spectrum of English teaching within the school. ‘‘Miguel 

Riofrio’’ N° 1 is located in San Sebastian Neighborhood and it is organized 

according to Ecuadorian School System requirements for a basic education 

school. Students attending this urban public school live in a social 

environment that characterizes developing communities in Latin American 

countries such as Ecuador. 

 

 

Having English as a subject within the curriculum in Ecuadorian 

public elementary schools is not compulsory as it is for middle and high 

schools. In the case of  ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ N° 1 public school, the treatment 

of English as a subject within the curriculum of the school is optional and 

this is reflected in the limited class periods devoted to teach it. It has an 

English teacher as part of its teaching staff and the only English instruction 

children receive comes from the teacher trainees who are required to 

complete a certain number of classes as part of their undergraduate studies. 
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MATERIALS, METHODS, TECHNIQUES, INSTRUMENTS 

PROCEDURES, POPULATION. 

 

This general denomination includes description of research design, 

materials, methods, techniques, instruments, procedures and population 

used along the research stages conducting the study described in this 

section. 

 

 Materials  

 

This research work was accomplished with the help of three main 

resources. The Human resources that participated during the different 

stages were the target population, the cooperating English school teacher, 

the thesis advisor and the researcher. In this research the target population 

was the fifth-B year students at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ Nº 1 School. The 

cooperating teacher helped provide general information about these target 

students and the thesis advisor supervised the development of the stages 

of the study. The researcher worked enthusiastically in order to learn from 

the various human resources and also played an active role in this research 

work. 

 

 

A personal computer, internet, removable memory stick, and 

multimedia were some of the technological resources used. Office 
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supplies such as handouts, flashcards, textbooks and bibliography were 

important material components as well. 

 

 

  Methods 

 

Action Research was adopted as the research design of the study 

and was integrated within the development of the academic course. This 

study aimed to describe the data resulting from the application of an 

intervention plan. The following general methods were applied along the 

descriptive research: 

 

 

The Scientific method assisted; the study of use flashcards applied 

in the development of English vocabulary. It helped in the observations done 

before and during the intervention, and it also assisted during the 

anticipation of the possible solution. This particular method helped support 

data collection in order to make relevant predictions and further analysis. 

 

 

The Descriptive method; enabled the researcher to describe the 

different stages of the study and the kind of resources used. It served to 

explain and analyze the object of the investigation. 
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The analytic-synthetic method; was used to analyze the obtained 

results through two questionnaires, two tests and field diary. It was adopted 

also to interpret the data, develop the logical analysis and draw conclusions. 

 

 

The statistic method; made possible the quantitative statistical 

analysis of data derived from the two tests and two questionnaires as well 

as the qualitative text analysis of the data received from the teacher’s diary.  

 

 

  Techniques  

 

 

Specific techniques were adopted along each stage of the research 

process, from the formation of the theoretical framework to the discussion 

of results. In forming the Theoretical Framework and Literature Review, 

extensive reading was conducted and the use of outlines and index cards 

helped facilitate learning and focus the information. Technology offered 

valuable help in the process of creating bibliographical sources and 

citations. APA style was assumed as the formal system for format 

organization and citation. 
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Instruments  

Tests 

 

The pre- test and post-test were structured with four questions 

applied to check the overall students’ progress with the use of flashcards to 

improve the English vocabulary at the beginning at the end the intervention 

plan. 

 

 Questionnaires 

 

Two sets of face-to-face questionnaires were used. The pre-

questionnaire and post-questionnaire were structure with seven multiple 

choices questions to collect students’ answers about the use of flashcards 

to improve the English vocabulary at the beginning and at the end of the 

intervention.  

 

Field diaries 

 

The researcher used a dairy to record what happened in each lesson. 

In this way, it helped to write up the findings during the intervention.  
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 Procedures  

 

The study started with the observations of the English classes of the 

fifth-B year students in order to identify the issues the students were facing; 

Observation sheets were filled out to record the activities and the work the 

students did in the classes. The analysis of observations helped to form the 

problem statement and create a possible solution, in order to support the 

questions raised during the observations a theoretical framework was 

developed.  

 

An intervention plan were organized in six lessons was designed with 

the help of the literature framework. Then, the intervention plan was applied 

in April 23 and May 6. During this stage quantitative and qualitative data 

was collected using the instruments mentioned above. The questions of the 

test were grouped according to the Blooms cognitive approach to 

assessments. It means that it was considered what students need to 

perform in order to answer the questions correctly. After collecting the data 

it was tabulated and translated into tables. Means for each test section were 

calculated to have a better overall view of performance of the  

Group in each test 𝑥 =
∑𝑥

𝑛
 

 

The Pearson Correlation coefficient 

 

𝑟 =
𝑛( ∑  𝑥 𝑦 )−( ∑ 𝑥 )  ( ∑ 𝑦 )

√[ 𝑛 ( ∑ 𝑥 𝑦 )−(∑ 𝑥 )2] [𝑛 ( ∑ 𝑦2 )−( ∑ 𝑦 )2] 

=) 
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Was used to find out the relationship between the learning outcomes before 

and after the intervention plan. It is one of the best means for evaluating the 

strength of a relationship between pre and post-tests (x and y). Both 

variables were expressed in terms of quantitative scores and the statistical 

analysis was used to determine whether there was a significant change in 

achievement from the base line data to the post-test results. Observation 

data was also obtained by periodical monitoring of the evaluation of the 

language skill by means of a researcher-designed a field diary.  

 

The discussion of the outcomes was completed with the triangulation 

of the findings and the literature that supports this study. The conclusions 

were draw considering the initial inquiries. Finally, the thesis was written and 

disseminated. 

 

 Population 

 

The research work was carried out with fifth- B year students at 

‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ N°1 school. The class has a population of thirty-six boys; 

their ages are between ten to eleven years old. The group has a beginner 

English level and the students receive English classes once a week for 60 

minutes. Thus, they use only the course book their name is adventures. 

Therefore, the students have a certified English teacher the materials will 

be used for teach are flashcards as an activity to improve the English 

vocabulary.  
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f. RESULTS 
 
In this research work, the findings received from the intervention, were 

organized in tables and figures with the respective logical analysis. 

 
 
Table  1 
 
 
 The  pre-test 
 

 
 

Student’s  

Code 

          R                         U  

          Q. 1    ( /2.5)  Q.2  (  /2.5) Q. 3      (   / 2.5) Q. 4   (  /2.5) Total      (10) 

MRN1  01 1,8 

 

1,6   1,6 1 6 

M R N1 02 0 

 

1,2 0,8 1 3 

M R N1 03 2,1 

 

2,5 0,8 2,5 7.9 

M R N1 04 1,5 

 

1,2 0,8 1 4.5 

M R N1 05 1,5 

 

1,2 2,5 2,5 7.7 

M R N1 06 1,5 

 

0,8 1,6 0,7 4.6 

M R N1 07 1,5 

 

1,6 1,2 1,4 5.7 

M R N1 08 1,5 

 

1,2 0,8 1 4.5 

M R N1 09 1,5 

 

1,2 1,6 1,7 6 

M R N1 10 1,5 

 

1,2 1,6 1 5.3 

M R N1 11 2,1 

 

1,2 1,2 1,4 5.9 

M R N1 12 1,5 

 

1,6 1,2 14 5.7 

M R N1 13 1,5 

 

1,6 0,8 1,7 5.6 

M R N1 14 1,8 

 

1,6 2,5 1,7 7.6 

M R N1 15 1,8 

 

1,6 0,8 1 5.2 

M R N 1 16 1,8 

 

1,6 1,6 1,7 6,7 

M R N1 17 1,8 

 

2,5 2,5 1 7,8 

M R N1 18 1,5 

 

2 1,6 1 6,1 

M R N1 19 0,6 

 

0,8 0,8 2,5 4,7 

M R N1 20 1,8 

 

2 1,6 2,5 7,9 

M R N1 21 2,5 

 

2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 22 1,8 

 

1,6 1,6 1,7 6,7 

M R N1 23 1,8 

 

1,6 1,2 1,7 6,3 

M R N1 24 1,5 

 

0,7 1,2 1 4,4 

M R N1 25 1,8 

 

1,2 1,6 1,4 6 

 

 

M R N1 26 2,5 

 

1,6 1,6 2,5 8,2 
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Note. Q = question;  R= remembering; U= understanding; questions are grouped according to the cognitive process, the 
ability to aplain vocabulary (Bloom’s cognitive behavior theory);  MNR1= Miguel Riofrío N°1.  

 

According to the first table, the pre-test’s results revealed that twenty-seven 

(27) of the thirty-six students had low scores (3 to 6.7). On the other hand; 

few of them (8) students obtained an average score that goes from (7.9 to 

8.9) and only one of them got an excellent grade (10). Therefore; the low 

results showed that the majority of students had difficulties in identifying the 

evaluated vocabulary, (Q.1) (mean 1. and (Q. 2) (1.4).Furthermore, they 

had also difficulties in understand the vocabulary (Q. 3) (mean 1.5) and Q.4) 

(1.7). In addition. It is important to remark that if the teacher uses flashcards 

with a correct strategy and activities that motivate students to master the 

vocabulary, they will remember and use it easily in context. According to 

this point of view, Tatge (2005) in his work explains that the flashcards are 

an often important tool for memorization and understanding of concepts 

from the basic letters. In summary, the flashcards can be used in many ways 

to introduce and practice vocabulary.  

 

 

M R N1 27 1,2 

 

1,6 1,6 0,7 5,1 

M R N1 28 1,2 

 

1,6 1,6 0,7 5,1 

M R N1 29 1,8 

 

1,6 0,8 1,7 5,9 

M R N1 30 0,9 

 

1,2 1,6 1 4.7 

M R N1 31 1,5 

 

1,2 1,6 1,4 5.7 

M R N1 32 0,9 

 

0,8 1,2 1 3.9 

M R N1 33 1,5 

 

0,8 1,2 0,7 4.3 

M R N1 34 2,5 

 

1,6 2,5 1 7.6 

M R N1  35 1,5 

 

1,2 2,5 1 6.2 

M R N1 36 2,5 

 

2,5 2,5 1,4 8.9 

∑=                     58,0 53,5 54,7          63,7 217,4 

Mean     58,00/36= 1,6    53/36=    1,4                     

             54,7/36     1,5 

 63/36=   1,7 6 
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Table 2 

 

The  post-test 

 

Note. Q = question;  R= remembering; U= understanding; questions are grouped according to the cognitive process, the ability to aplain 

vocabulary (Bloom’s cognitive behavior theory);  MNR1= Miguel Riofrio N°1.  

 
 

student,s code R U  

Total    10 Q.1    ( /2.5)          Q.2      (  /2.5) Q.3           ( /2.5) Q.4       (/2.5) 

 MRN1 01 1,8 

 

                       2,5                2,5                        2,5 9.3 

M R N1 02 2,5 

 

2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 03 2.1 

 

2,5 2,5 2,5 9.6 

M R N1 04 2.5 2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

 M R N1 05 2.5 

 

2,5 2.5 1,8 9.3 

M R N1 06 2.5 

 

2,5 2 2,5 9.5 

M R N1 07 2.5 

 

2,5 2,5 2,1 9.6 

M R N1 08 2.5 

 

2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 09 2.5 

 

1,2 2 1,7 7.4 

M R N1 10 2.5 

 

2,5 1,6 2,5 9.1 

M R N1 11 2.5 

 

2,5 1,6 2,5 9.1 

M R N1 12 2.5 

 

2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 13 2.5 

 

2 2,5 2,5 9.5 

M R N1 14 2.5 

 

2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 15 2.5 

 

2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 16 2.5 

 

2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 17 2.5 

 

2,5 2 2,1 9.1 

M R N1 18 2.5 

 

2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 19 1.8 2 2 1,7 7.5 

M R N1 20 15 1,2 2 2,5 7.2 

M R N1 21 2,5 2 1,6 1,7 7.8 

M R N1 22 2,5 2,5 1,2 2,5 8.7 

M R N1 23 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 24 2,5 2,5 2,5 1,4 8.9 

M R N1 25 2,5 2,5 2.5 2,5 10 

M R N1 26 2,5 2,5 2,5 2,5 10 

M R N1 27 2,1 1,6 1,6 2,5 7.8 

M R N1 28 2,5 2 2 2,5 9 

M R N1 29 2,5 2,5 2,5 1,7 9.2 

M R N1 30 2,1 2,5 1,6 2,5 8.7 

M R N1 31 2,5 2 1,2 1,7 7.4 

M R N1 32 1,8 2,5 2,5 2,1 8.9 

M R N1 33 1,8 2,5 2,5 2,1 8.9 

M R N1 34 1,8 2,5 2 1,7 8 

M R N1 35 1,8 2,5 2,5 1,7 8.5 

M R N1 36 2,1 2,5 2,5 1,4 8.5 

∑= 96,7 84,0     74,4 79,9 326,5 

Mean 96,7/36=1,5 84,0/36= 2.3         79,4/36= 2         79,9/36=2.2 9 
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According to the second table, the post-test’s results showed that eleven of 

the thirty-six students got an excellent grade (10).Moreover; Most of them 

(19) obtained high scores (8.5 to 9.6). And, six students had average scores 

(7.2).Therefore; these results showed also that the majority of students had 

a significant improvement in identifying the assessed vocabulary, 

remembering it in (Q.1 and Q.2). In the same way; they had also a significant 

progress in understanding the vocabulary in (Q. 3 and Q. 4). Moreover; the 

results of the post-test indicated that there was a significant progress on 

students’ scores in evaluated vocabulary. So, it is explained with the mean 

(2.3) from the post-test. It is crucial that the students work with this strategy 

and different activities that motivate them to improve the vocabulary. 

Therefore; it can be concluded that the flashcards have many advantages 

when used in teaching learning process. Also, the flashcards have a great 

influence in motivating the students. In addition; this strategy help us to 

recognize structure, word order or for a variety of activities.To conclude; 

Hulstijn (2001) in his research work confirms that the flashcards are part of 

a set of cards on which are items written to be studied in the English classes.  

 
Table 3 
 
 
Comparing tests results 
 
 

Students’code Pre-test   X Post-test  Y XY X2 Y2 

M R N  1  02 3,00 

 

10,00 30,00 9,00 100,00 

M R N  1  03 7,90 

 

9,60 75,84 62,41 92,16 

M R N  1  04 4,50 

 

10,00 45,00 20,25 100,00 

M R N  1  05 7,70 
 

9,30 71,61 59,29 86,49 

M R N  1  06 4,60 
 

9,50 43,70 21,16 90,25 

M R N  1  07 5,70 
 

9,60 54,72 32,49 92,16 

M R N  1  08 5,80 
 

10,00 58,00 33,64 100,00 
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Note:  MNR1= Miguel Riofrio N°. 1.  Students   code :    x :pre= test :   y  :  post=test   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  MNR1= Miguel Riofrio N°. 1 school; Students code:    X: pre= test:   Y:  pos-test  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  MNR1= Miguel Riofrio N°. 1.  Students   code :    x :pre= test :   y  :  post=test   

 

 
 

M R N  1   09 5,90 

 

7,40 43,66 34,81 54,76 

M R N  10 10 5,10 

 

9,10 46,41 26,01 82,81 

M R N  1  11 5,11 

 

9,10 46,50 26,11 82,81 

M R N  1  12 5,12 

 

10,00 51,20 26,21 100,00 

M R N  1  13 5,13 

 

9,50 48,74 26,32 90,25 

M R N  1  14 5,14 

 

10,00 51,40 26,42 100,00 

M R N  1  15 5,15 

 

10,00 51,50 26,52 100,00 

M R N  1  16 5,16 

 

10,00 51,60 26,63 100,00 

M R N  1  17 5,17 

 

            9,10 47,05 26,73 82,81 

M R N  1 18 5,18 

 

10,00 51,80 26,83 100,00 

M R N  1 19 5,19 

 

7,50 38,93 26,94 56,25 

M R N  1 20 5,20 

 

7,20 37,44 27,04 51,84 

M R N  1   21 5,21 

 

7,80 40,64 27,14 60,4 

M R N  1  22 5,22 

 

8,70 45,41 27,25 75,69 

M R N  1  23 5,23 

 

10,00 52,30 27,35 100,00 

M R N  1   24 5,24 

 

8,90 46,64 27,46 79,21 

M R N  1  25 5,25 

 

10,00 52,50 27,56 100,00 

M R N  1   26 5,26 

 

10,00 52,60 27,67 100,00 

M R N  1   27 5,27 

 

7,80 41,11 27,77 60,84 

M R N  1   28 5,28 

 

9,00 47,52 27,88 81,00 

M R N  1  29 5,29 

 

9,20 48,67 27,98 84,64 

M R N  1   30 5,30 8,70 46,11 28,09 75,99 

M R N  1  31 5,31 

 

7,40 39,29 28,20 54,76 

M R N  1   32 5,32 

 

8,90 47,35 28,30 79,21 

M R N  1   33 5,33 

 

8,90 47,44 28,41 79,21 

M R N  1   34 5,34 

 

8,00 42,72 28,52 64,00 

M R N  1  35 5,35 

 

8,50 45,48 28,62 72,25 

M R N  1  36 ,36 

 

8,50 45,56 28,73 72,25 

∑= ∑x=192,31 

 

∑y=326,50 ∑xy=1742,21 ∑x2 =1047,74 ∑y2=2988,67 

0
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 M R N  1  12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36

Figure:1   Comparing   of the pre-test and pos.test results 
 Pre-test

Post-test
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Pearson correlation 

 

   𝑟 =
𝑛( ∑  𝑥 𝑦 )−( ∑ 𝑥 )  ( ∑ 𝑦 )

√[ 𝑛 ( ∑ 𝑥2 )−(∑ 𝑥 )2] [𝑛 ( ∑ 𝑦2 )−( ∑ 𝑦 )2]  

= 

 

𝑟 =
36( ∑ 1742,21 )−( ∑ 192,31 )  ( ∑ 326,50)

√[ 36( ∑ 1047,74)−(∑ 192,31 )2] [36 (∑ 2988,67)−( ∑ 326,50)2]

= 0,08) 

 

𝑟 =
62719,56 − 62789,215

√[(37718,64) − (36983,14)] [(107592,12) − (106602,25)
 

 

𝑟 =
−69,66

√(735,5)989,87)
                                  

 𝑟 =
−69,66

√728049,39
 

𝑟 =  
−69,66

√853,62
                               

        𝑟 = 0,08 

 

 

According to the third table, the thirty-six students had a significant progress 

in learning the English vocabulary after the intervention. Moreover; these 

are expressed in the means (1, 4) from the pre-test and (2, 3) from the post-

test.In addition; the relationship between the learning outcomes before and 

after the intervention plan showed also a positive Pearson correlation 

coefficient of (0, 08).In summary; Tatge (2005) in his work confirmed that 

the flashcards are an often important tool to memorize and understand of 

concepts from the basic letters to increase the vocabulary.  

 

 

 This section details the findings of the research. Therefore, these 

findings are presented in tables and figures with the logical analysis 
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Question: 1) Do you like to learn English vocabulary? 
 
 
Table:  4 
 
 
Title: Like to Learn English vocabulary 
 
 

Like to learn 
english vocabulary    

Pre-q 
  

Post-q 
  

Yes 

 f  %  F %  

22 61 29 81 

No 14 39 7 19 

 Total 36 100 36 100 
 

Source: Student’s survey 

Researcher: Rosa Ines Torres Torres 

 
 

        
 

 
 

        

         

         

         

         

         

          

         

          

         

         

          

         

         

         

         

         
 

In this table, the results in the pre-questionnaire; revealed that fourteen of 

the thirty-six students mentioned that they occasionally did not like to learn 

new English vocabulary. On the other hand, most of them said that they 

sometimes had interest to learn different words to improve their new 

0
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80

Yes No  Total

Figure 2: Like to Learn English vocabulary

Pre-questionaire Post-questionaire
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vocabulary. Likewise; in the post-questionnaire, few of them seldom had 

difficulties in practice the new words. Moreover; they normally liked to know 

different words using flashcards for increase their new English vocabulary. 

Therefore, as we can see, there is a clearly difference between two 

questionnaires; Furthermore, it is very significant because the students 

recognize the help of using visuals to improve their English vocabulary. In 

addition; these strategies motivate them to learn English with more facility. 

Also, these results demonstrated that the flashcards are an important tool 

for practice new vocabulary. In conclusion; Budge (2000) in his research 

work mentioned that the flashcards can be an effective teaching tool for 

improve the vocabulary. 

 

Question: 2) Which resources are used to learn English vocabulary in 
the English class? 
 

  

Table 5 
 
 

Title:  Resources used to learn English vocabulary in the class 

 
 
 

Source:  Student’s survey  

Researcher: Rosa Ines Torres Torres 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resources 

Pre-q 
     

           Post-q 

f % f % 
       Flashcards 17 47 33 91 

       Videos  16 44 20 55 

       Cartoons 15 41 18 50 

       Posters 21 58 24 66 

       Word Maps 15 41 18 50 

       Course  Book 32 88 35 97 
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According to this table, the majority of students normally affirmed in the pre-

questionnaire, that the course book was used every week. Nevertheless, 

they sometimes said that the posters were used during the English classes. 

Moreover, they occasionally mentioned that the flashcards were used too. 

Likewise, the post-questionnaire had a fluctuation in the results; therefore, 

few of them sometimes revealed that posters were used to practice English 

vocabulary with more facility. In the same way, other students usually 

confirmed that they used the course book in each English class, As a result, 

the majority of them usually affirmed that the flashcards were used to learn 

new words, and which help students to remember words for increase their 

vocabulary, these kinds of strategies are generally well used by teachers 

who also take into account word maps. Furthermore; these resources help 

students to focus on the meaning of the words. Unfortunately, this group 

never employed the cartoons and videos in class. In short; Haycraft (1978) 

in his research confirmed that there are two types of flashcards: Words in 

the flashcards are cards on which words have been printed, but teachers 

0
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80

100

120

140

160

 Pre-q  Post-q

FIgure 3: Resources used to learn english vocabulary in class

 Coursebook

 Word  Maps

 posters

 Cartoons

 Videos

 Flashcards
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can use a number of cards representing all the words in a sentence. While, 

pictures in the flashcards are useful to present, practice and revise 

Vocabulary.  

 

 

Question: 3) How often are these resources used to learn the 

vocabulary in class?       

 
 
Table 6 
 
 

Title:  Resources used to learn the English Vocabulary 

 

Sourse: Student’s survey 

Researcher: Rosa Inés Torres Torres 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 
 
 

      
       
       

       

       

       

       
 

Resources 

Pre-q Post-q 

Al 
% 

Of % Sel % Nev % Al % Of % Sel % Nev % 

Flashcards 13 36 8 22 7 19 20 55 18 50 24 67 13 36 6 17 

Videos 8 22 2 6 6 17 22 61 2 5 3 8 9 25 26 72 

Cartoons 4 11 5 13 7 19 25 69 4 11 4 11 6 17 23 64 

Posters 4 11 6 17 4 11 19 53 12 33 7 19 13 36 8 22 

Word Maps 7 19 16 44 5 14 9 25 10 28 8 22 14 39 7 19 

Coursebook 24 67 17 47 3 8 4 11 18 50 19 53 0 0 0 0 

0
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100

 Al  Of  Sel  Nev  Al Of  Sel  Nev

 Pre-q  Post-q

Figure:4  Resources used to learn the English Vocabulary

 Course book

 Word  Maps

 Posters

 Cartoons

 Vidios

 Flascards
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In the next table, the students revealed a wide variety of responses, in the 

pre-questionnaire. On the one hand; some students answered that the 

course book were always used during the English class. On the other hand, 

few of them mentioned that the flashcards were never used in the English 

class. While, some of them occasionally said that the word maps were never 

used in their classes; furthermore, twenty- two students sometimes affirmed 

that the videos were never used during the English classes; whereas, in the 

post-questionnaire, few of them occasionally confirmed that the posters 

were never used in the English classes. In contrast; Most of them 

sometimes said that the flashcards were often used in class. Furthermore; 

it helped them to increase their new English vocabulary, and word maps 

were always used too; likewise; the half of students sometimes affirmed that 

they used the course book frequently. Additionally; as we can see that the 

difference among the pre- and post-questionnaires the results are very 

significant. As a result; the students confirmed that the teacher used the 

appropriate strategy to teach vocabulary during the English classes. To 

conclude; Tatge (2005) in his work confirmed  that the flashcards can be 

used in many ways to introduce and practice vocabulary. 
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Question: 4) How is the vocabulary practiced in the English classes? 

 

Table 7  

 

Title: The vocabulary practiced in the English classes. 

 

Source: Student’s survey 

Researcher: Rosa Ines Torres Torres 
 

 

 
 

       

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

        

This table demonstrated a variety of results; most of them sometimes said 

in the pre-questionnaire, that they feel motivated to practice the English 

vocabulary by demonstrating, listening and repeating the vocabulary words 

in oral form. However, other quantity of students mentioned that they liked 

to use the vocabulary words in sentences. Furthermore. As we can see 

there is a slightly difference between pre-and posts-questionnaire, the 

Vocabulary    Pre-q             Post-q 

f % f % 

Repeating the vocabulary  words in 
oral form  

20 55 26 72 

 Repeating in written form of the 
vocabulary words           

1                  19 52 20 36 

 Listening the vocabulary words    17 47 20 55 

Using the vocabulary words in 
sentences  

13 36 27 75 

Demostrate the vocabulary  Words 26 72 30 83 
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 Pre-q  Post-q

Figure: 5 The vocabulary practiced in the English 

classes Demostrate the vocabulary
Words

Using the vocabulary words
in sentences

Listening the vocabulary
words

Repeating in written form
of the vocabulary words

Repeating  the vocabulary
words in oral form
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results revealed that the majority of them normally remarked that 

demonstrate vocabulary words encourage them to know new words. On the 

other hand; twenty students sometimes mentioned that they liked to 

listening vocabulary words for improve their knowledge. As a result, 

vocabulary is crucial, because students exchange their thoughts and ideas 

by using words through flashcards. In other words; Cross (1991) in his work 

explains that a flashcard is a picture on a piece of card or paper, which is 

most  use visual in language teaching. Thus, the flashcards can help the 

teacher to teaching English easily. 

 
Question: 5) Which of these activities do you do to practice the 
vocabulary? 

 
 
Table 8 
 
 
Title:   Activities to practice new vocabulary 
 
 

 

Activities 

Pre-q Post-q 

f % f % 

Recognize the meaning of the words    25 69 30 83 

Completing sentences with 
vocabulary words.  

24 66 26 72 

Labeling pictures 21 58 28 77 

Source: Student’s survey 

Researcher: Rosa Ines Torres Torres 
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Figure 6: Activities to practice new vocabulary
Labeling pictures

Completing sentences with
vocabulary words.
 Matching the words with the
meaning
 Classifying words

Recognize the meaning of the
words
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According to this table, before the intervention. The majority of students 

normally confirmed in the pre-questionnaire; that they liked often to match 

the words with the meaning. In the other hand, twenty-five students 

sometimes remarked that they had the enthusiasm to recognize the 

meaning of the words because it simplifies to improve the English 

vocabulary. In contrast, after the intervention, the results demonstrated that 

most of them generally indicated that they enjoyed the class recognizing the 

meaning of words. Moreover, other students liked to label pictures through 

flashcards frequently. As we can see, the difference between pre and post-

questionnaire is quite interesting because the students can choose their 

appropriate activities to practice English vocabulary. In summary; Cummins 

(1980) also mentioned that when the students remember words better or 

when they relate new meanings to knowledge they already have. So, Group 

discussion of words meaning also help students learn new vocabulary by 

having to actively participate in their own learning.  
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Question: 6) How often does the teacher do these activities? 
 
 
 
Table 9 
 
 
 
Title:  Activities used in English classes 
 
 

 Pre-q Post-q 

Activities Al  %  Oft %   Sel  %  Nev  %  Al  %  Oft  %  Sel  % Nev  % 

Recognize the 
meaning of the 

words 20 55 12 33 14 38 13 36 25 69 23 63 12 33 8 22 

Classifying 
words 9 25 15 41 11 30 3 

    
8 14 38 20 55 17 47 9 25 

Matching the 
words with the 

meaning 8 22 15 41 15 41 9 25 16 44 15 41 21 58 4 11 
Completing 

sentences with 
vocabulary 

words.   14 38 7 19 14 38 10 27 15 41 12 33 7 19 8 22 

Labeling 
pictures 10 27 6 16 5 13 23 63 16 44 17 47 10 27 5 13 

Source: Student’s survey 

Researcher: Rosa Ines Torres Torres  
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Figure 7:  Activities used in the english clasess 

Labeling pictures
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According to this table, the students had different reactions in the pre-

questionnaire. On the one hand; few of them said that they never labeling 

pictures in the English class. On the other hand; slight quantity of students 

remarked that they always recognize the meaning of the words when they 

have to match these words with the meaning or when they have to fill 

sentences with new vocabulary. Likewise, in the post-questionnaire, the 

majority of students often mentioned that they always recognized the 

meaning of the words by classifying words and matching them with the 

meaning. In the same way, few of them occasionally said that they often 

labeling pictures, which, this is the most relevant activity to practice English 

vocabulary. In brief; Cross (1991) in his work explains that the flashcards in 

teaching vocabulary are visual benefits and the teacher can make the 

students more active during the teaching learning process. 

Question: 7) Is it easy for you to understand the English vocabulary 

using the course book only?     Yes    (       )     No     (      ) 

 
 
Table 10 

 
 

Title: Learning English Vocabulary 

 
 

 Learning English 
Vocabulary 

Pre-q 
  

Post-q 
  

Yes 

 f % f  % 

26 72 6 17 

No 10 28 30 83 

Total 36 100 36 100 

Source: Student’s survey 

Researcher: Rosa Ines Torres Torres 
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In the following table, ten of the thirty-six students often mentioned in the 

pre-questionnaire, that they only used the course book during their English 

classes. Likewise, in the post-questionnaire, the majority of them frequently 

confirmed that they liked to increase English vocabulary using flashcards.in 

addition; this is one of the strategies used to learn the meaning the new 

words in English. Therefore; it is necessary to apply different resources to 

motivate students to learn new words and they can improve their English 

vocabulary. As a result, the flashcards are a great way to present, practice 

and produce the vocabulary when students become familiar with the 

activities used in the English classes. To conclude; Wilkins(1972) in his 

research work mentions that the vocabulary is central english language 

teaching becacause without sufficient vocabulary students can not 

undertand others or express their own ideas. 
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Figure 8: Learning English Vocabulary

 Post-questionnire

 Pre-questionnire
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g. DISCUSSION 

 

The data collected from this study indicated that the use of flashcards 

to increase the English vocabulary had a great effect in fifth- B year students 

at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ N°1 school. This research answers the main question 

done before the intervention. How does the use of flashcards improve the 

English vocabulary among 5TH year students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel 

Riofrio’’ N°1 school? The findings are consistent with the literature. In the 

same way; Tatge (2005) in his research work confirmed that the flashcards 

are an often important tool to memorize and understand of concepts from 

the basic letters. Furthermore; the flashcards can be used in many ways to 

introduce and practice vocabulary. 

 

 

This study was carried out with the participation of fifth-B year 

students at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ N°1 school. The group demonstrated a 

significant interest in the English classes. Therefore, it was revealed in the 

students’ collaboration to participate in each lesson and the progress they 

acquired performing their tasks.  

 

 

The intervention was based on teaching vocabulary using flashcards 

that developed significant changes on students. However; the pre-test 

showed that students had difficulties in identify the evaluated vocabulary 
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(Q.1. (Mean 1/ 6) (Score 6) and (Q. 2.( mean 1/4)  (score 3 ). Furthermore, 

they made an effort in understanding vocabulary in using it in context (Q. 3. 

(Mean 1/5)  (Score 7). Likewise; in the post-test after the intervention these 

results revealed that the majority of students had a significant improvement 

in identifying the evaluated vocabulary, in (Q 1. (Mean 1/5) (Score 7.2) and 

(Q 2. (Mean 2/3)  (Score.10). Moreover, they had also a significant progress 

in understanding the vocabulary in (Q 3. (Mean 2) (Score 8) and (Q 4. (Mean 

2/2) (Score 9). In addition; the results indicated that there was an 

improvement on students’ scores, which was taught by using flashcards. 

To sum up; Cross (1991) in his work explains that the flashcards can be 

used in many ways to introduce and practice in teaching vocabulary.   

 

 

The answers in the pre and post-questionnaires revealed an important 

change in the knowledge and perception of the students on learning 

vocabulary with flashcards. In this table, the results in the pre-questionnaire; 

revealed that fourteen of the thirty-six students occasionally did not like to 

learn new English vocabulary. On the other hand, most of them said that 

they sometimes had interest to learn different words to improve their new 

vocabulary. Likewise; in the post-questionnaire, few of them seldom had 

difficulties in practice the new words. Moreover; they normally liked to know 

different words using flashcards for increase their new English vocabulary. 

Therefore, as we can see, there is a clearly difference between two 

questionnaires; Furthermore, it is very significant because the students 
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recognize the help of using visuals to improve their English vocabulary. In 

addition; these strategies motivate them to learn English with more facility. 

Also, these results demonstrated that the flashcards are an important tool 

for practice new vocabulary. In conclusion; Budge (2000) in his research 

work mentioned that the flashcards can be an effective teaching tool for 

improve the vocabulary. 

 

 

The strengths in this research study were the following: The students 

demonstrated commitment and interest to work in group or individually in 

English classes.  It enabled them communicate with more facility to learn 

new words. Another Strength was the use of flashcards that students 

motivated to identify, recognize, understand and master the new vocabulary 

in a essential way. Among the weaknesses of the study were: the time was 

designed to the English classes, the large size of the sample (36 students), 

and the size of class.  

 

 

This research work was carried out to help students to improve the 

English vocabulary. As a conclusion; the flashcards facilitated students to 

be more participative and help them to identify, recognize, understand, and 

master their vocabulary in context.  
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h. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

This research work was based on the analysis of the findings gathered in 

this study it was concluded that: 

 

 

 The issues that limited the vocabulary learning of fifth-B year 

students were the lack of didactic material. However; the results in 

the pre-test revealed that they had more difficulties in identify the 

words, remembering and understanding and use them in context. To 

conclude; the answers received from the questionnaires affirmed that 

the vocabulary was taught using only the textbook and the board in 

the English classes. 

 

 

 Therefore, 6 lessons were designed in the intervention plan for 

improve the issues the students had in learning vocabulary. In 

addition; it was planned established on the students’ cognitive 

process to build up their new vocabulary. Also, each lesson was 

prepared considering this approach helped with the use of 

flashcards as a strategy to improve the vocabulary. Finally; the six 

lessons were reinforced with activities that enable students to 

recognize the new vocabulary and how to use it in context.  
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 Two kinds of flashcards were used during the intervention to improve 

the English vocabulary learned of fifth-B year students. The 

researcher used pictures in the flashcards and words in the 

flashcards depending on the activity developed in each lesson. So, 

the flashcards were used to introduce the written form of the new 

vocabulary. After that, she reinforced with activities that facilitate 

students’ master new vocabulary. 

 

 

 The use of flashcards as part of the classroom activities reduced the 

students’ limitations in a significant way. Therefore; it was 

demonstrated in the students’ collaboration to participate in each 

lesson and the progress they acquired performing their tasks. 

Moreover; the change of the scores from the mean (1.4) in the pre-

test and the mean (2.3) from the post-test.Therefore; it is a relevant 

evidence that it demonstrated the positive impact that the flashcards 

had during the intervention.  

 

 

 To conclude it briefly, this research work dealt with the influence that 

the flashcards might have on the improvement of the English 

vocabulary. Thus, the findings of the study demonstrated significant 

improvement on the students´ English vocabulary and made them 

worked more relaxed. 
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i. RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

The recommendations were presented according to the conclusions 

drawn. 

 

 The teachers must demonstrate a positive attitude and useful 

learning strategies in which students can enjoy the learning process. 

And, they can improve their new vocabulary. 

 

 

 The teachers need more time to include more lessons for teaching 

vocabulary using flashcards. Also, it helps them to identify and 

understand new words with more facility. Then, they can master the 

new vocabulary in context. 

 

 

 The teachers need to create different kinds of flashcards, words 

map, and posters, basically to teach vocabulary. And, students can 

identify, recognize, and understand new words. Furthermore, these 

results are interesting because the students can improve their 

vocabulary.in conclusion; it is significant for them to acquire more 

knowledge and to develop their own personal vocabulary using 

flashcards. 

 

 

 The teachers should include pictures in the flashcards and words in 

the flashcards depending on the activity developed in each lesson 

inside the classroom. Finally, it demonstrated that reduces the 

limitations of them in learning English vocabulary. 
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b. PROBLEM  

 

 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

 

 

The ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 school, opened the doors to the public of Loja on 

June 5 in 1895.The school is located in San Sebastian Neighborhood, on 

Mercadillo and Bernardo Valdivieso streets. The school principle is based 

on the integral growth of the students for personal, family and social 

development being respectful of their rights and demanding compliance of 

their rights and duties. 

 
 

The building in which the school operates has three floors where there are 

25 classrooms for each parallel, offices for the administration staff. The 

school counts with 1,112 students, 46 teachers and a principal.  

 

 

 
The mission of the school is to have a   personal training with humanistic 

scientific ethics principles that provide a comprehensive education of quality 

and warmth with a vision to develop in their students’ talent and creativity 

skill.  
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2.2. CURRENT SITUATION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM  

 
 

The action research will be carried out with 5th grade students in parallel ‘B’ 

at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 school has 36 students, boys (eleven to twelve 

years old) .Here, the students receive English classes once a week for 60 

minutes. They have an English certified teacher. 

 
 

Most of the English classes with this group are developed in this way: the 

classes start with a review of the previous topic. Then the teacher presents 

the new topic using the course book, the students look at the pictures in the 

book, read and repeat the new vocabulary words and phrases. There is no 

any didactic material to help the students to recognize, master and 

understand well the meaning of the vocabulary.  

 
 

Due to the lack of didactic material used in the teaching of the vocabulary 

the students do not learn the hundred present of the words taught. 

Therefore it is relevant to strengthen the learning of the vocabulary using 

different strategies to improve the learning of it among 5TH year students in 

parallel ‘B’ at ‘’Miguel Riofrío’’  N°1 school, academic period 2013- 2014 
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2.3. RESEARCH PROBLEM 

 

How does the use of flashcards improve the English vocabulary among 5TH 

year students in parallel ‘B’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 school, academic period 

2013-2014? 

 

 2.4. DELIMITATION OF THE RESEARCH 

 
a) Temporal:  

This research project will be carried out during the academic period 2013 -

2014.  

 

b) Spatial: 

 

This research project will be carried out among 5TH year students in parallel 

‘B’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 school. 

 
 

c)  Observation units 

 

-The researcher is Rosa Ines Torres Torres  

-Students of 5TH   year parallel ‘B’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 school, academic 

period 2013-2014 
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 d)  SUBPROBLEMS 

 

- What kind of theoretical references about vocabulary and flashcards are 

effective to help 5TH year students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 

school, academic period 2013 -2014? 

 

- What are the issues that limit the vocabulary learning among 5TH year 

students in   parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 School, academic period 

2013 -2014? 

 

- What are the important phases of the intervention plan that address the 

current issues about the vocabulary among 5TH year students in parallel 

‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 School, academic period 2013 - 2014? 

 

-Which flashcards are implemented to improve the vocabulary among 5TH 

year students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 School, academic 

period 2013- 2014? 

 

-How do flashcards as part of the classroom activities reduce the limitation 

the vocabulary among 5TH year students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ 

N°1 School, academic period 2013-2014? 
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c. JUSTIFICATION 

 

The present research work will be carried out with the purpose of use 

flashcards or picture cards to improve the vocabulary among 5TH year 

students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 School, academic period 

2013- 2014. These help students to be more participative and help them to 

remember the words learned. Therefore, this research work will be carried 

out to help students to improve the vocabulary; to gain experience 

introducing vocabulary using flashcards and also to get the bachelor’s 

degree in English specialization. 

 

According to, Wilkins(1972) mentioned that vocabulary is central English 

language teaching because without sufficient vocabulary students can not 

understand others or express their own ideas. Essentially as students 

develop greater fluency and expression in English; it is significant for them 

to acquire more productive vocabulary knowledge and to develop their own 

personal vocabulary learning strategies. However, it’s not always possible 

or realistic for teachers to use real items in the classroom. Thus, the use of 

flashcards will reduce the limitation of the learning of the English vocabulary 

that students have.  

 

This study is an action research work that will enable the researcher to gain 

experience in teaching vocabulary using flashcards. It will help the 5TH year 

students to learn it in a meaningful way. And finally this project will facilitate 

the researcher to accomplish her aim that it’s to be a certified English 

teacher. This work let the researcher to get the accreditation of the social 

research design course; also she will have the bachelor’s degree in science 

education English language specialization.  
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d. OBJECTIVES 

 1.   General 

-To improve the English vocabulary using flashcards among 5TH year 

students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 School, academic period 

2013-2014 

2. Specific 

-To investigate the theoretical references about vocabulary and flashcards 

as a strategy to help the 5TH year students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ 

N°1 school, academic period 2013 -2014 

 

 

-To diagnose the issues that limits the vocabulary among 5TH year students 

in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 School, academic period 2013-2014 

 

-To design an intervention plan with the use of flashcards to improve the 

vocabulary among 5TH year students in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 

School, academic period 2013- 2014 

 

-To apply the intervention plan as part of the classroom activities in order     

to solve the limitations in the learning of vocabulary among 5TH year students 

in parallel ‘‘B’’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 school, academic period 2013- 2014 

 

-To reflect up the effect that the use of flashcards had among 5TH ‘B’ year 

students at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 school, academic period 2013- 2014 
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e. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

The researcher uses different sources to build up the literature to the 

present research work the information was taken from books, research 

works and the internet, in order to found the most important information 

about: vocabulary and flashcards.   

 

1. VOCABULARY 

 

1.1. What Is Vocabulary? 

 

 

Hornby (1974) remarks  that the vocabulary development refers to 

the knowledge of stored information about the meanings and 

Pronunciations of words necessary for communication. Thus, vocabulary 

development is important for beginning reading in that when a student 

sounds out a word, he or she is also determining if the Word makes sense 

based on his or her understanding of the word. Therefore, if a student does 

not know the Meaning of the word, it is difficult to check for the word that 

fits. For this reason, the vocabulary development is also a primary 

determinant of reading comprehension. Lastly, readers cannot understand 

the content of what they are reading unless they understand the meaning 

of the majority of words in the text. 
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Hornby (1974) in his work  mentions that Vocabulary is the total 

number of words which makes up a language vocabulary is defined as the 

words which use in a language that should be known and comprehend by 

the student. Thus, the vocabulary is defined as all the words known used by 

a particular person do not constitute all the words. Furthermore, people 

exchange their thought and ideas by using words. These words can be 

signs or symbols for ideas and thoughts. Nevertheless, oral language 

development and vocabulary development go hand in hand, language 

learning occurs through interaction. Therefore, the point of learning 

language and interacting socially is not to  master rules, but to make 

connections with other people and to make sense of experiences 

classrooms should be full of active learners who are hardly ever silent 

structured talk about academically relevant content rather than rote 

memorization of word lists is necessary. It is important to model and teach 

deliberate strategies for clarifying word meaning as well as to provide 

students opportunities to use the words in context. 

 

1.2. Effective vocabulary instruction should include the following three 

components, remarked Cummins 

1.2.1. The first component is definitional and contextual information 

about a word 

To know a word, students need to see it in context and learn how its 

meaning relates to the words around it. An approach that includes 
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definitions and shows how words are used in various contexts can generate 

a full and flexible knowledge of word meanings.  

 

 

1.2.2. The second component is the multiple exposures to a word in 

different contexts 

 

 

A word that is encountered once has about a 10 percent chance of being 

learned from context. When students see a word repeatedly, they gather 

more and more information about it until they get an idea of what it means. 

 

1.2.3. The third component is the inspiration of students’ active 

participation in their word learning  

 

Cummins (1980) also says that students remember words better when they 

relate new meanings to knowledge they already have. Group discussion of 

word meanings also helps students learn new vocabulary by having to 

actively participate in their own learning. 
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1.2.4. Why is important the vocabulary? 

 

 

 Wilkins (1972 )  in his reaearch work mentions that the vocabulary is 

central English language teaching because without sufficient vocabulary 

students cannot understand others or express their own ideas. Essentially 

as students develop greater fluency and expression in English; it is 

significant for them to acquire more productive vocabulary knowledge and 

to develop their own personal vocabulary learning strategies. To sum up: 

Students often instinctively recognize the importance of vocabulary to their 

language learning.  

 

 

Wilkins (1972)in his work  affirmed  that teaching the vocabulary is a 

very important field, and it is more than just presenting and introducing new 

vocabulary to the learners.  Knowing words is not filling papers with new 

words and memorizing them. The article suggests that what students need 

to understand is the word meaning in context and how words are used. This 

can be achieved, according to the article, through correct vocabulary 

instruction which should involve vocabulary selection, word knowledge and 

techniques. 
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1.2.5. Aspects of Vocabulary Knowledge 

 

Nation (2001) in his research work explains that the concept of a 

word can be defined in various ways, but three significant aspects teachers 

need to be aware of and focus on are form, meaning, and use. Moreover, 

the form of a word involves its pronunciation spoken form, spelling written 

form, and any word parts that make up this particular item. For this reason, 

the use of the vocabulary involves the grammatical functions of the word or 

phrase, associations that normally go with it. However, hand constraints on 

its use, in terms of frequency, level, and so forth. On the other hand, the 

form meaning, and use knowing these three aspects for each word or 

phrase actually involves. When teachers teach vocabulary to build students’ 

knowledge of words and phrases, helping them learn any and all of these 

different components assists them in enhancing their English vocabulary 

Knowledge and use.   

 
 

1.2.6. How to teach Vocabulary? 

 

 

Hedge (2000) identifies that the most particular category is the 

features of input, where there are three subcategories. Firstly, frequency 

deals with the constantly repetition of a word in a text or spoken; for students 
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is easier to know the meaning of a word if they are familiarized with it. It is 

important to know if some words are unfamiliar for students, teachers must 

use them in extensive reading and listening activities. Secondly, it is 

pronunciation the purpose for learning English is to listen and understand, 

and then learning word stress is important. If learners process speech partly 

by recognizing syllables patterns and stress, knowledge of this stored in the 

mental lexicon will facilitate quick comprehension. The last one is called 

contextualization, here it is more difficult for students to learn isolated words 

if there is no context to relate with. The process of teaching Vocabulary is 

entirely fundamental, because it is intrinsically connected with the other two 

systems of the language, Phonetics/Phonology and Grammar. They are all 

dependent of each other, but not knowing words and/or meaning of words 

which vocabulary deals with, the other two systems could not be taught 

properly. Moreover, being in contact with new words helps teachers and 

students to acquire an extensive vocabulary. Therefore, the existence of 

teaching vocabulary is predominant in the learning teaching process of the 

English Language.  

 

 

The author concludes that, the process of teaching Vocabulary is 

entirely fundamental, because they are all dependent of each other, but not 

knowing words or meaning of words vocabulary and future teachers must 

understand the importance of vocabulary and also it is their job to make 

researches about how to make this process significant to students and to 
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apply the knowledge by doing diverse activities by different sources. 

Moreover, being in contact with new words helps teachers and students to 

acquire an extensive vocabulary. Therefore, the existence of teaching 

vocabulary is predominant in the learning teaching process of the English 

Language. 

 
 
 
Nunan (1999) claims that if one has an extensive vocabulary, it is 

possible to obtain meaning from spoken and written texts, even though one 

does not know the grammatical structures in which the texts are encoded”. 

Research efforts of influential applied linguistics that says: The ability to 

learn new vocabulary appears to get easier as one gets older development 

of computer based language corpora, which has been a great deal 

facilitating fascinating vocabulary. Then, the procedure of this system is 

emphasized in four stages. First, the learner notices the word through visual 

elements such as flashcards and pictures. Second the stage of recognition 

with help here we can find activities as true/false, matching, multiple choice 

and so on. Third, the stage of recognition (on his/her own), where activities 

as the previously mentioned appear, but these are produced by the 

capacities of each learner without teacher’s help. Finally the stage of 

production where the learner produces activities such as dictation, 

answering questions, guessing games, etc. Thus, in the process to teach 

vocabulary there are some strategies, which are divided in two main 

categories. On one hand is cognitive; they are direct mental operations that 

consist on working in new words in order to understand, categorize and 
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store them in the mental lexicon. Some examples can be making 

associations, learning words in groups and exploring range of meaning. 

Moreover, key words are presented in these cognitive strategies. Here key 

word is defined as a word chosen from the first language which sounds like 

the new world in the second language and where is possible to make an 

association between the two words. On the other hand, is metacognitive, 

where the most relevant process is the indirect mental operations, which 

facilitates the learning process by actively involving the learner in conscious 

effort to remember new words; some examples are making word cards, 

categorizing words into lists and reactivating vocabulary in internal dialogue. 

It is important for teachers to know about these strategies and to be aware 

of the variety of methods which encourage learners to acquire vocabulary 

effectively. In the process of teaching vocabulary, there is also important for 

teachers to realize what the main tips for making this process by actively 

involving the learner in conscious effort to remember new words; some 

examples are making word cards, categorizing words into lists and 

reactivating vocabulary in internal dialogue. It is important for teachers to 

know about these strategies and to be aware of the variety of methods which 

encourage learners to acquire vocabulary effectively. 

 

 

Brown (2001) in his work remarked that there are five main tips of 

vocabulary in this category the first one assign specific class time to 

vocabulary learning deals with the pauses and grammatical rules where 
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teachers in a specific time in the class must pay attention the words. The 

second “help students to learn vocabulary in context” where here the idea 

is not rely on dictionaries, but to give students a word and let them associate 

it with real life situations. The third “play down the role of bilingual 

dictionaries” here the idea is not to generate an instant response given by a 

bilingual dictionary, because learners need to internalize the word in order 

to later recollection and use it. The fourth encourage students to develop 

strategies for determining the meanings of words are related to clues and 

examples that the teacher gives to students, so they can deduce the 

meaning of words. The last one is engage in unplanned vocabulary teaching 

where the teacher provides the meaning of extra words. Finally, there is one 

more aspect related to the process of teaching vocabulary which are factors 

affecting vocabulary acquisition.  

 

 

1.2.7. Teaching Vocabulary – Six Basic Principles  

 

Hulstijn (2001) suggests six basic principles to teach vocabulary:  

 

1.2.7.1. Principle One:  

 

Teachers should: choose useful words 

 

Teachers should choose words that will be useful for their students 

to learn. Therefore, useful words are words that learners will meet often, or 

need to use often in their language use situations. But how do we as 
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teachers know if a word is useful?  Luckily there are frequency lists available 

that help identify these useful words. For instance, the general service list. 

West, 1953 says that it is a list of the most common 2000 words used in 

every day English. This would be ideal for learners beginning to study 

English or those wishing to learn English for conversational purposes. 

Amongst other lists available is the Academic Word List (Coxhead, 1998) 

says, in which contains the most frequent academic vocabulary - something 

that would be useful for learners studying to enter an English university. We 

can also use our judgment, however it is great to have word lists available 

to help support our judgments as to whether a word is useful or not.    

 

 

1.2.7.2. Principle two 

 

 
Teachers should: Let the learners do the work 

  

 

 Far too often it is teachers who do all the work for their learners by 

providing definitions, sentences. While helping students with difficult 

definitions is necessary, it is probably more meaningful for learners to do 

the work themselves. One way to approach this is to set students the task 

of learning the words for themselves in preparation for class. That way they 

can then bring along to class any questions or problems they are having 

with the words and the teacher can address these. 
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1.2.7.3. Principle Three 

 
 
 
It should focus on different aspects of a word:  

 
 
 
There is much more to a word than just its meaning. For example, 

amongst other things, students can learn a word’s stress (accent), its 

collocations and word family members, its grammatical patterns and word 

parts etc. Learners can enrich their knowledge of a word, and perhaps 

remember it better, by learning more of these different aspects. And if you 

have taken note of principle two, the learners can be encouraged (or told!) 

to discover these different aspects for themselves.  

 

 

1.2.7.4. Principle Four  

 

 

Teachers should: provide meaningful learning opportunities 

 

 

 It is not enough to simply tell students the meanings of words or get 

them to only study words out of context. Therefore; they need opportunities 

to see or hear target words in a meaningful context, and opportunities to 

use target words in meaningful writing and speaking tasks. Challenging 

students to find these words in reading or listening passages and use these 

words in particular writing and speaking tasks is a simple way to approach 
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this. Thus, the provision of these opportunities is the main job of a 

vocabulary teacher.   

 

 

1.2.7.5. Principle Five  

 

 

Teachers should: Implement a regular testing schedule 

 

 

 Along with directly teaching and studying new words, and seeing and using 

them in context, students should be tested regularly. Testing can be used 

to give students feedback on their success and/or failure to learn and use 

the target words and motivate them to study vocabulary. Moreover; At the 

very least, regular testing can provide learners with a chance to retrieve 

newly learnt words from their memories and use them in a meaningful way. 

Thus good vocabulary tests will have a balance of vocabulary 

understanding (receptive) and vocabulary use (productive) tasks. 

 

 

1.2.7.6. Principle Six 

 

 

Teachers should: Be patient with their learners 

 

 

Students constantly forget words they have learnt. This is a part of 

the learning process. However, it is important that teachers remain patient 
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with heir learners and allow them a lot of opportunities to see, use and revise 

new vocabulary in a positive learning environment. Therefore, a patient 

teacher can reduce the anxiety levels in a classroom and this can in turn 

have a positive effect on vocabulary learning.  

 

 

Nation (2001) in his work affirms that the selection of words which 

are to be taught to the students is a very important procedure in the 

language learning process. However, the word selection process doesn’t 

mean that teachers should involve their students in discovering the words’ 

meanings by themselves and let them make efforts to understand words’ 

meanings. Then, when the students are involved in discovering meaning, 

they will never forget those meanings and they will be able to express 

themselves fluently. Thus, when a single word has various meanings, the 

teacher should decide which meanings are to be taught first, i.e., the teacher 

must decide which meanings occur most frequently and which meanings 

the learners need most time. As a result, the students will be motivated, and 

gradually they will build their own store of words which will be a base for 

communication at any time. Vocabulary is one of the most important 

elements in teaching English.  

 

 

Brown (1995) in his work empathizes that vocabulary is the 

foundation to build languages, which plays a fundamental role in 
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communication. However, it describes that by mastering vocabulary; people 

can express their ideas and understand the other basic competence well. 

Students of Elementary School study Basic English. They study about 

simple words or things in their surroundings, it is aimed that students are 

able to understand simple English used in daily context.  

 

 

 Ur (1995) in his work identified that the vocabulary remain the words 

we teach in the foreign language. In addition to, it means vocabulary is 

written or spoken unit of language as symbol of idea in foreign language for 

the learners. Moreover vocabulary refers to a list or set of words for a 

particular language or a list or set of words that individual speaker of a 

language might use. It means that vocabulary as the words of certain 

language which are used by language speaker in using language. 

 

 

Ur (1998) in his research reveals some aspects that the learner 

should be mastered and the teacher should teach to help the learners in 

mastering vocabulary. They are namely: - Form (pronunciation and 

spelling-Aspect of meaning - Meaning relationship -Word formation. From 

all of the aspects, the appropriate aspects for teaching to young learners in 

Elementary School are form (its spelling and pronunciation) and the 

meaning (its denotation meaning).It is because they are basic aspects in 

presenting vocabulary.   
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Nation (1990) explains two kinds of vocabulary learning. They are 

receptive learning and productive learning. Therefore, receptive learning is 

the ability to recognize a word and remember its meaning when it is met. 

Then, productive learning involves what is needed for receptive learning 

plus the ability to speak or write at the appropriate time.   

 

 

Cross (1991) also says that the procedure of teaching vocabulary can 

be divided into three stages, they are namely: a) Presentation. In the first 

stage, the teachers can use various techniques which are recommended in 

the previous discussion. However, the teachers have to be careful in 

selecting the techniques that they used in teaching activity; b) Practice. In 

the second stage, the teacher give exercises to the students in order to 

practice the subject items being learnt, making completion, matching, words 

classification, etc. those are several types of exercise that can be used by 

the teacher in this stage; c) Production. In the finally stage, the students are 

expected to apply the newly learn vocabulary through the speaking activities 

or writing activities. Teaching of Word Meaning Words are labels for 

concepts and teaching word meaning is essentially teaching concepts for 

given words.  
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1.3. Flashcard  

 

 

1.3.1. What is a flashcard? 

 

 

 

Hulstijn (2001) in his research work confirms that the flashcards are 

part of a set of card5.2.s on which are written items to be studied. In addition; 

they show quickly one by one to a learner to elicit a quick response. 

Flashcard is a sort of card which had been developed for the purpose of 

storing the information. The information which is of greater importance can 

be easily stored on the flashcard as its primary purpose is to store the 

information for the easy of the people. Vocabulary flashcards are great tools 

for studying. They can be fun, colorful, and creative ways to aid in memory 

and retention of vocabulary words. The key to using flashcards are to look 

at the word or definition on one side, and test yourself to see if you can 

remember the answer written on the other. Based on the explanation above, 

the researcher concludes that the flashcard is suitable to use in teaching 

learning process in improving the students in vocabulary in English word. 

 

Cross (1991) in his work explains that a flashcard is a picture on a 

piece of card or paper, which is probably the most usually used visual aids 

in language teaching. It means that flashcard is one of media which can 

help the teacher to teaching English easily. Thus, flashcards in teaching 
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vocabulary are very simple visual aids and the teacher can make the 

students more active during the teaching learning process. Flashcards are 

some kinds of media that can be used by the teacher in the classroom. They 

can increase their span of attention and concentration to study new words 

in English. 

 
 

French (2014)  in his book  remarked  that a flashcard is a card which 

has a picture on one side and the word in the other side, or the picture and 

the word in one side. These cards are small proportions (about 4x7cm) have 

both sides written or stamped letters or images according to the topic that 

interests you study. For instance, in our case for language learners, the 

cards could be presented on one side the target language word that 

interests us memorize, and reverse the translation of this word in our native 

language or even a picture or image. 

 
 
 
Budge (2000) in his research work  defines  that the flashcards 

provide the position flashcard for specify the contents of each flashcard. The 

flashcard environment has one required argument, which becomes the 

contents of the front side of the card. Moreover, the body of the environment 

then becomes the contents of the back side of the card. Flashcards uses 

the plain style for both the front and back of the flashcard. The plain style 

centers the contents horizontally and vertically. The front contents are also 

set in in large bold face, but this can be changed while setting the style as 
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described below card front style the style of the front of the card can be 

conveniently selected with the card front style command, where style can 

be one of empty, plain, or headings. The plain style has already been 

described. The empty style does not center the contents horizontally or 

vertically, allowing for more card front foot generic usage. The flashcards 

can be effective teaching tools for many types of skills for elementary aged 

children and older students. These free addition flashcards can be 

downloaded and used for hours of math skills practice. The cards cover 

addition from 1 - 12 and include cards with and without answers 

 

 

Ehri (1979) in his work  mentioned  that the flashcards studied 

whether first graders learn printed words better in contexts or in isolation. 

Indicated that context-trained children learned more about the semantic 

identities of printed words, while flashcard-trained children could read the 

words faster and learned more about orthographic forms.  

 

 Wienke (2001) also reveals that  the flashcards use approach is an 

effective training and learning method for high school teachers and students 

in chemistry study and also flashcards can be used to effectively help 

teachers teach, students learn and comprehend chemistry vocabulary. 

Furthermore, in a recent study concerning the use of flashcards and word 

lists and students‟ learning of foreign language vocabulary. The result of 

their study indicated that there is no significant difference in the efficiency of 
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flashcards compared to word lists and also offered partial support to the 

hypothesis that flashcards could lead to better learning than word lists. 

Whether flashcards can be used to positively facilitate teaching and learning 

vocabulary remains to be studied. 

1.3.2. Types of flashcards 

 Haycraft (1978) explains that there are two types of flashcards. They 

are words in the flashcards and pictures in the flashcards. Word 9in the 

flashcards are cards on which words have been printed. When practicing 

word order, the teacher can use a number of cards representing all the 

words in a sentence. The cards can be fixed to the board, or given to a 

student, and arranged correctly either by the class a whole or individual 

students. The words in the flashcards also can be used to practice structure. 

Then, pictures in the flashcards are useful for present, practice and revise 

vocabulary or as prompts for other activities – for example, to illustrate the 

characters in a dialogue, to help students improvise the vocabulary. 

 

 

Haycraft (1978) and Cross (1991) in their work affirms that there are 

some advantages of using flashcards in language teaching. They are 

following: a) Flashcards can be used for consolidating vocabulary; b) 

Flashcards are motivating and eye-catching; c) Flashcards are effective that 

can be used for any level students; d) Flashcards can be taken almost 
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everywhere and studied when are has free moment; e) Flashcards can be 

arranged to create logical grouping of the target words; f) Flashcards are 

cost effective/inexpensive; g) Flashcards provide visual link between L1 and 

the target language; and h) Flashcards also can be used for practicing 

structure and word order or for a variety of games. Based on the 

explanations above, it can be concluded that flashcards have many 

advantages when used in teaching learning process. Flashcards have a 

great power in motivating and stimulating the students. Meanwhile, 

flashcards are easy media to help students and teacher in learning process, 

especially to teach the students of elementary school. Teacher can use it at 

any time and in any situation when he wants to teach. 

 

1.3.3. Activities to use with Flashcards 

 
 

 Tatge (2005) in his work confirmed that the flashcards are an often 

important tool to memorization and understanding of concepts from the 

basic letters to times tables to vocabulary increasing, use of flashcards are 

a standard elementary school practice. Flashcards can be used in many 

ways to introduce and practice vocabulary, as well as consolidate, recycle 

and extend children’s language. Moreover. Drilling vocabulary after 

introducing new vocabulary, it is a good idea to review it often. First, 

pronounce each word, have student repeat each word as a class, and 

prompt them for the translation. However, they become more familiar with 
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the words, there will be no need for you to demonstrate pronunciation or 

prompt them. You can make the asking and answering dialogue more or 

less complicated depending on your students. The simplest method is to 

have the student whose turn it is look directly at another student and simply 

say the word he is looking for. The student being asked for a card can then 

either respond by saying the word and handing the card over or saying in 

which case the student whose turn it is must draw a card from the center. 

Vocabulary, some flashcards aid students in quickly learning definitions for 

vocabulary test. To make these flash cards, simple put the word on one side 

of the card and the definition on the other side. It's important when using 

these cards to quiz people with both the definition side and the key term 

side so the words are known front to back. 

 

  

Pictures were all put together with children in mind. It really helps to 

break up the monotony of drilling. For the most part the pictures very clearly 

express the language, but there may be times when gesturing to help 

convey the meaning might be appropriate. Practice small sets of flashcards 

can be used in a variety of fun activities. Here are some easy ones.-  A 

variation on Snap  Cards can have words, pictures, or  numbers printed on 

one or both sides. Students play in groups of three to five. First have 

students spread the cards out (face up) on the desk in the middle of each 

group. Then simply say one vocabulary word aloud at a time. Students, 

upon hearing the word must repeat it and the corresponding card. Memory 
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Cards can have printing on only one side and must be opaque. The deck 

must have two of each card or perhaps have an image and a word for each 

vocabulary word. Students play in smaller groups usually no more than four. 

Students should start by relaxed the cards and laying them out (face down) 

in a square or rectangular grid. Students take turns report over two cards 

trying to find a matching pair. If a matching pair is found, the student whose 

turn it is gets to keep both cards and the student with the most cards at the 

end of the game. 

 

Lip reading; stick a set of flashcards on the blackboard. Choose one 

flashcard and mouth the word silently to the class.  Children lip read what 

you are saying and respond by saying the word out loud. Guess the 

flashcard. Stick a set of flashcards on the blackboard.  Secretly choose one 

and encourage children to guess which it is by asking you questions. For 

example, Is it red? No, it isn’t. / Is it blue? Yes, it is.  Invite individual children 

to the front of the class in turn and get them to secretly choose a flashcard 

while the others guess in the same way. 

 

What is it? Although, stick 6-8 flashcards from different units on the 

blackboard.  Elicit or remind children of the names.  Choose one and give 

clues. For instance. It’s a small animal.  It’s got eight legs.  It runs.  I’m 

scared of it.  What is it? Children listen and identify the correct flashcard: 

(It’s the) spider.Kim’s game, Stick 8-10 flashcards from different lexical sets 
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on the blackboard. Elicit or remind children of the names.  Give the children 

one minute to look in silence and try and memorizes the flashcards before 

removing them from the board.  Children work in pairs and write a list of the 

flashcards they can remember.  Check the answers by eliciting answers 

from the whole class and writing a list on the blackboard. 

 

 

1.3.4. Why use flashcards? 

 
 

Gardner’s (2004) claims that multiple intelligence theory reminds 

teachers that there are many types of learners within any one class. In short, 

Gardner's research those teachers should aim to appeal to all the different 

learner types at some point during the course. It is particularly important to 

appeal to visual learners, as a very high proportion of learners have this 

type of intelligence. Flashcards can be bright and colorful and make a real 

impact on visual learners. Many of the activities outlined below will also 

appeal to kinesthetic learners. 

 

Cuvo and Klatt (1992) in their research work affirmed  that the effects 

of three instructional conditions: 1) using flashcards for teaching sight 

words, 2) teaching community-referenced sight words, and 3) phrases with 

a videotape in school setting and teaching the sight words with the natural 

signs in community to adolescents with mild and moderate mental 

retardation. The results revealed that in all three conditions rapid acquisition 
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of the community-referenced sight words occurred and there was also a 

generalization from the videotape and flashcard conditions to the 

community sites.  

 

 

1.3.5. Where to get flashcards?  

 

 

 

Never (2004) also says that some course books provide a 

supplementary pack of flashcards or they can be bought in sets. Make them 

yourself - If you don't have access to professionally produced flash cards, 

don't worry, it's really easy to make your own even if you're not very artistic. 

You can use pictures from magazines, draw simple pictures or copy from 

the internet or clip art. The most important thing is to make sure they are all 

of the same size, on card (different colors for different sets) so you can't see 

through them. If possible you can laminate the sets as you make them and 

they will last for years. 

 

 
1.3.6.Teaching with Flashcards  

 
 
 

Dubelvies (2011) in his work confirmed that for many students, 

flashcards are an important role and every day part of the learning 
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experience. As a teacher, you may be either a fan of using flashcards or 

more skeptical to the idea. The latter largely stems from misconceptions 

about the use of flashcards or a lack of truly knowing what to do with them 

in a classroom setting. Due to. They are not truly a means of instruction; 

flashcards can be utilized by teachers in a number of ways. One significant 

factor to consider is that assigning flashcards to a learner can in fact be an 

encouragement to study later: If the material is readily available, why not 

take a quick look to brush up on the material?  

 
 

Chaves (2012)  in his research work indicated that the flashcards are 

a really handy resource to have and can be useful at every stage of the 

class. They are a great way to present, practice and recycle vocabulary and 

when students become familiar with the activities used in class, they can be 

given out to early-finishers to use in small groups. 

 

 

a) Memory Activities  

 

Memory tester. Place a selection of flashcards on the floor in a 

circle. After that. Students have one minute to memories the cards. In 

groups, they have two minutes to write as many of the names as they can 

remember. 
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b) Drilling Activities.   

 

Students sit in a circle. You show a flashcard to Student 1 and say "This is 

a hamster. “Student 1 looks at the flashcard and asks you "a what? Then, 

the teacher replies "a hamster" and passes the flashcard on. After, Student 

1 passes the flashcard on to Student 2 and says "this is a hamster”. Student 

2 asks Student 1 "a what?" and Student 1 asks the teacher "a what?" the 

teacher replies to Student 1 "a hamster" and Student 1 replies to Student 2 

"a hamster" and so it goes on until the flashcard travels full circle. When the 

group has mastered it, 2 flashcards can go around the circle in opposite 

directions. They will cross over mid circle. When students know the game, 

choose one of them to do the teacher's role. 

 

 

c) Identification Activities  

 
 

Fast finger, Stick flashcards on the board or on the wall for very little 

people who won't reach the board in a line. And, give a clue to indicate which 

flashcard you are thinking of. When presenting a new lexical set for the first 

time, give the whole word, for instance, say stop when the fast finger is 

above the cat". When revising, or with higher levels, you can just give an 

evidence, for example. It's an animal that can't fly, but it can climb trees. 

After that, ask students to shout stop when your finger is above the required 
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flash card. Then bounds your finger along in a random fashion to a silly tune 

until they shout stop at the right time. When they get the idea, ask a student 

to be the Fast Finger. You can also use the word cards instead of a finger. 

When the word is above the corresponding pictorial flash card students 

 

  
d) Activities 

 

Ladder. Students sit in 2 lines facing each other with legs out and bases 

touching. Each facing pair is shown a flashcard that they must remember. 

When you call out their card they stand up and run over the legs of the 

others, the graphic, around the back and back to their places. The first one 

back wins a point for their line. If the students are very lively you can do it 

standing up to avoid trampled legs.  
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f.   METHODOLOGY  

1. Design of the Research 

 

Action research has become more popular as a mode of research 

among practitioners. It includes the process of actively participating in a 

change situation at the same time as conducting research. Action research 

can be undertaken by undergraduate and postgraduate students, assisted 

or guided by professional researchers, with the aim of improving their 

strategies, practices and knowledge of the surroundings within which they 

practice. 

 

This study is an applied educational research work since it is a 

practical action research that will allow the practitioner to study aspects of 

practice with the introduction of flashcards to improve the English 

vocabulary and see the reflexions of her intervention.  

 

2. Methods, Techniques and instruments 

 

2.1. Methods 

 

This study will make a description of the data resulting from the 

application of an intervention plan. The following general methods will be 

applied along the descriptive research:  
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The Scientific method will facilitate the study of the use of flashcards 

applied to improve the English vocabulary. It will help in the observations 

done before and during the intervention. This one will also assist during the 

prediction of the possible solution; it will assist with gathering data to make 

relevant predictions and the analysis of it.  

  

The Descriptive method will enable to describe the different stages 

of the study and the kind of resources used by the researcher. It will serve 

to explain and analyze the   object of the investigation. 

  

The analytic-synthetic method will be used to analyze the obtained 

results through the Questioners and teacher’s diary. It will be used also to 

make the interpretation of the data, the logical analysis and draw up the 

conclusions.  

 

The statistic method will be used to make the quantitative statistical 

analysis of the data received from the questionnaires and the qualitative text 

analysis of the data received from the teacher’s diary. 

 

This work will use the research spiral cycles proposed by Kemmis 

and McTaggart (2000) since the process is likely to be more fluid, open and 

responsive. It includes planning, acting and observing, and reflecting 

suggests. 
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Action research is an inquiry, undertaken with rigor and 

understanding in order to constantly refine practice; the emerging evidence-

based outcomes will then contribute to the researching practitioner’s 

continuing professional development koshy(2005; p.2) says that action 

research is a process of study done by systematically collecting data on 

one’s everyday practice and analyzing it in order to draw conclusions about 

how future practice should be. 

 

It involves a self-reflective cycle of identifying a situation or problem, 

planning a change, acting and observing the processes and consequences, 

and then re-planning, and so forth. It offers a valuable opportunity for 

teachers or practitioners to be involved in the research to collect first-hand 

information  

 

Kemmis Weeks (1998) says that action research will be applied in 

this study because it will enable the practitioner or researcher of this project 

to follow the steps in the spiral that helped her reflect upon her teaching and 

improve her students’ situation. The researcher intends to see if the plan 

would work well or if any necessary modification or amendment would be 

needed to improve her students’ language learning. 
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2. 2.Techniques and Instruments  

 

Data Collection 

A researcher’s close observation of students’ performance during 

class, a researcher’s field diary and two test and two sets of structured 

questionnaires will be used to collect data in this study. Quantitative data 

will come from the questionnaires and qualitative data will come from the 

researcher’s field diary. All the data will be triangulated to confirm validity.  

Questionnaires 

 

Two sets of face-to-face questionnaires will be used. A questionnaire 

is structure with seven multiple choices questions will be used to collect 

students ’answers about the use of flashcards to improve the English 

vocabulary at the beginning and at the end of the intervention. This will allow 

the students to provide a wide range of responses. All questionnaires will 

be conducted in class so that researcher gives a clear explanation to 

students and clarify all queries raised. In addition, one hundred percent 

return rate should be ensured. 

 

Test 

 

Two tests will be used to collect students’ progress before any 

intervention takes place and after she has the use of flashcards as an 

activity to improve the English vocabulary. All tests will be conducted in 
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class so that researcher give a clear explanation to students and clarify all 

queries raised. In addition, one hundred percent return rate should be 

ensured. 

 

 

Field Diary  

 

 

The researcher will use a dairy to record what happens in each 

lesson. In this way, it will help to write up the findings during the intervention, 

significant events during the observation or any particular situations that 

happen. 

 

 

3 Procedures 

 

 

The action research work process will include the following stages: 

The intervention plan will start and end with questionnaires and tests. 

Two questionnaires will be applied; one at the beginning and another at the 

end of the study to collect data on students’ performance. A variety of 

activities will be introduced to improve the English vocabulary. A field diary 

will be used as instrument to help the researcher to observe students’ 

performance during class.  
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The two tests will be applied to check the overall students’ progress 

at the beginning and at the end of intervention plan. The Students’ progress 

before and after the intervention will be compared and analyze to draw the 

conclusions about the action research work. After the intervention the 

researcher will analyze the data collected. Then, she will draw the 

conclusions of the intervention. Finally, the report of her intervention will be 

presented for the private and public presentation. 

 

 

3. 1.Tabulation 

 

 

The tabulation of data will be done with the data collected in the two 

questionnaires conducted. A logical analysis will be done with the 

information received. 

 

3.2. Organization 

 

 

The researcher will organize the work with the information received 

in all the strategies applied to compare and analyze the impact of the 

intervention. A report of the intervention will be disseminated with the 

findings and ideas among the teachers, the partners and the school. 
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3.3. Description 

 

The description of the data collected and graphics will be described 

considering the information pre and post intervention. The description of 

each questionnaire’s data will be completed to facilitate the interpretation of 

the information shown; and also do the logical analysis of the data received. 

 

4.  Population Sample 

 

The students of 5TH grade, parallel ‘B’ are chosen as sampling. The 

class has a population of thirty-six students, boys between eleven to twelve 

years old. Thus; the level of the English language of the students is a 

beginner.  
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5 INTERVENTION PLAN 

This intervention plan comprises 4 lessons based on the use of flashcards to improve the English vocabulary  among 5TH 
year students  in parallel ‘B’ at “Miguel Riofrio’’N°1 school, academic period  2013- 2014. 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Objectives  

 
Activities 

 
Procedure 

F
ir

s
t 

W
e

e
k
 

 
-To take a pre-test 
and  pre-
questionnaire 
related with 
vocabulary 
 

 
   
-Taking a pre- test and  
pre-questionnaire 

 (first) 
-Teacher Presents the pre-test  
-Teacher  explains about each question 
-Students answer the pre-test 
(second ) 
-Teacher gives the pre- questionnaire to students in 
order to answer the  questions 
-Teacher Explains about each question 
-Students answer the pre-questionnaire  
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S
e

c
o

n
d

  
W

e
e

k
 

-To recognize 
the vocabulary 
using 
flashcards 

-Repeating the 
words 
-Performing the 
actions  
-Labeling the new 
vocabulary about 
actions 
 
 

Teacher 
-Teacher presents some flashcards with new 
vocabulary. Example ( run, drink, watch, read, 
eat, jump, walk, sleep)  
-Teacher explains the meaning of the words  
-Teacher makes groups of 4 and gives a set of    
flashcards with the actions, each member of 
the group says the word and perform the 
action  
-Teacher performs the actions  
-Teacher pronounce each action 
Students: 
-Students perform the actions too 
-Students pronouncing other actions  
- Students repeat the word 
-Students work with a handout and label the 
actions. 

 - Board 
-markers 
-English Book 

- Picture 

flashcards and 

word flashcards 
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h
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e

e
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-To describe 
actions in 
progress  

 

-Description of the 
actions in progress 
 
-Asking and 
Answering 
questions about 
the actions run, 
drink, watch, read, 
eat. 

Teacher: 
-Teacher reviews the vocabulary introduced 
last class. Example ( run, drink, watch, read, 
eat, jump, walk, sleep)  
-Teacher explains how to ask about actions in 
progress Example: What is he/she doing? 
Answer He/she is jumping (He/she is drinking 
-Teacher shows a picture flashcards and ask  
What is he/she doing 
Students: 
-Students call the name of each action word 
-Students continuous practicing with other 
action word 
-Students answer he/she is  running , watching 
, eating, walking, sleeping  
-Students work in pairs asking and answering 
questions using the pictures of the handout  
 
 
 

-Board 
-Markers 
-Picture flashcard 
-Handout  
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F
o

u
rt

h
  
W

e
e

k
 

-To practice the 
action words 
making 
sentences 

-Completing the 
words 
- saying the word 
 
-Writing sentences 
using the action 
words learned. 
Jump, eat, 
walk,read,sleep 

Teacher: 
-Teacher: reviews the vocabulary learned 
writing on the board the action words 
incomplete(--at)  (—e—d)         (w—t---h)         
(sl---p)           (w—lk) 
-Teacher asks one student to come in front of 
the class and whispers (hem/her)one action 
word he/she has  to perform the action 
-Teacher: asks students what is he/she  
Doing?  
Students: 
-Students say the letter that are missed to 
complete the word, and say the word 
-Students answer he/she is 
(jumping,eating,walking,etc) 
-Students work in a handout writing a sentence 
for each picture 

-Board  

-Markers 
-Handout 
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F
if

th
  
W

e
e

k
 

-To master the 
vocabulary 
learned  

- Repeating the 
words about 
actions run, walk, 
eat, sleep, and 
drink. 
-Writing  
sentences with the 
actions  
(run,walk,eat) 
 
-Reading  
sentences with 
actions 
(study,read,walk)   

Teacher: 
-Teacher makes one copy of the worksheet 
with actions  to  master it  example: 
(run,walk,eat,sleep,drink etc) 
-Teacher makes  groups of six and gives the 
worksheet with the actions and each student 
will pass to write the word in the board  
-Teacher asks each student to read the two 
sentences related with the actions  
-Teacher and students master all actions in 
class 
Students: 
- students repeat each word  
-students write sentences with the action words 
learned 
example:(drive,eat,run,jump,sleep,walk,study,r
ead )  
he /she is walking 
He/she is reading the book. 
- Students select one word action  and he/she 
perform the action. 

-Markers  
-Board 
-worksheet 
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S
ix

th
 W

e
e

k
 

 
-To take a post-
test and 
Questionnaire 
related with the 
vocabulary 
learned  
 

 
-Taking a post-test 
and Questionnaire 
sheet paper about 
the actions that 
they learned 
before. 
 

 -First 
-Teacher Gives them sheet paper  and explain 
them what they have to do 
- Presents the post-test 
-Students answer the post-test 
(second ) 
-After teacher gives the questionnaire 
-Teacher Explains about each question 
-Students answer the questionnaire 

- post-test 
-Questionnaire 
-pencils   
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g. TIME LINE  

Project 

Presentation
x

Appointment of 

Teacher Advisor x

Project Approval x

Appointment of 

Thesis Director x

Application of the 

Instruments x

Act Observe
x x x x x x x

Data Organization 

and Tabulation x x x x x x x

Interpreting and 

Reflecting x x x x x x

Writing up and 

Reporting x x x x x x

Presenting the 

Thesis Report x x x x x

Thesis Revision x x x x x x x x x x

Thesis Presentation x

Thesis Approval x

Submission of the 

Folders x x x x x

Private Review x

Corrections x x x

Public Presentation 

and Incorporation x

Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. MayJun.May. Nov.

2015

Pr
oj

ec
t

2014
Activities

Ph
as

es

Feb. Mar. Apr. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct.

In
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tio
n 

/ 
Ac

tio
n

Th
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is 
Pr
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s
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h. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE 

RESEARCH 

 

1. RESOURCES:  

 

Human: 

 Researcher  

 Students of  5TH  year  parallel ‘B’  

 at “Miguel Riofrio’’  N°1 school, academic period 2013-2014  

 Teachers at National University and Teachers at Miguel Riofrio 

school. 

 

Material: 

  

 printings 

 flashcards 

 notebook 

 Dictionary 

 Pen 

 Book 

 

Technical:  

 

 Computer 

 flash memory  

 internet 
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2. BUDGET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. FINANCING 

All expenses related to the present research will be assumed completely by 

the research conducting the investigation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resources  

Cost Internet  $   90.00 

Printed of the project                   $ 290.00 

Print of reports                   $ 100.00 

Printed of final report and thesis  $ 400.00 

Others  $ 200.00 

Total $ 1080.00 
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ANNEX 2 

PRE- TEST 
Dear student I would politely ask you to answer this test. The 
questions are related to vocabulary, action words: Please answer 
them honestly.              
Student’s code: MRN°1 S 0__________________________ 
Date__________________________ 

 

 

 

1) Label the pictures. 

 

              

 ------------------    -------------------    ---------------------         --------------------------                                            

                                                             

----------------          -----------------        -----------------------      ------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

Run           eat        read           walk     
  Drive      jump    sleep         watch   
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2) Complete the sentences. 
 

             I-------------------------------------------------on the street. 

           You------------------------------------------lunch at school. 

              I-------------------------------------------------my car. 

                We--------------------------------------------TV at home. 

            You ----------------------------------------------in the bed.   

          We----------------------------------------------a sentences 
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 3). Match the pictures to the correct sentence. 

                                                 The boy is drinking orange juice.    

                                                She is jumping the rope.                                                                                                                                         

                                                They are watching TV. 

                                                   He is driving the car. 

                                                The boy is sleeping in the bed.       
     

                                                 They are studying in class. 
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4) Fill in the blanks with the correct action. 
  

 (Studying)   (Eating)    (Driving)    (Walking)    (jumping)   (reading)   (watching) 

                He is --------------------------------the car   

               He is --------------------------------the lunch 

          The boy is -------------------------in the table 

           She is ---------------------------in the street. 

             She is -----------------------------the rope. 

                   He is-------------------------------a book. 
 

         They are---------------------------TV. 
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ANNEX 3 

POST-TEST 

Dear student I would politely ask you to answer this post- test.The 
questions are related to vocabulary, action words. Please answer them 
honestly.              
Student’s code: MRN°1S 0 __________________________ 

Date__________________________  

 
1) Label the pictures.  

 -------------------           -----------
----------- 

      -------------------              ----------------                                        

   ------------------------         --------------- 

 

 
 
 
 
 

  Run           eat        read           
walk     
  Drive      jump    sleep         
watch   
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2) Complete the sentences. 

        You---------------------------------------------lunch at school. 

                We----------------------------------------------TV at home. 

          We----------------------------------------------a sentence. 

             I-------------------------------------------------on the street. 

 

              I---------------------------------------------------my car. 

            You -------------------------------------------in the bed.   
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3). Match the pictures to the correct sentence. 

                                         The boy is sleeping in the bed. 

                                                      She is jumping the rope. 

                                                                           He is driving the car.                                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                             They are reading the book. 

                                              They are watching TV. 

                                                   The boy is sleeping in the  
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4) Fill in the blanks with the correct action. 
 (Reading)   (Eating)     (Walking)    (Jumping)     (driving)  (Sleeping)  

(watching) 

                         They are------------------------- the lunch 

                      He is ------------------------------the rope 

               They are ---------------------------in the street 

                She is ------------------------------the book  

                 She is--------------------------------------the car. 

           She is --------------------------------------in the bed. 

                They are---------------------------------------TV. 
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ANNEX 4 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Dear student I would politely ask you to answer this questionnaire. The 
questions are related to vocabulary (action words): Please answer them 
honestly.    

Student’s code: MRN 1 S 0   __________________________ 
           Date__________________________  
1) Do you like to learn English vocabulary? 

  
YES    (    )                                NO     (    ) 

 
2) Which resources are used to learn the vocabulary in the English 
classes? 
 -Flashcards                                   (   ) 
 -Videos                                          (   ) 
 - Cartoons                                     (   ) 
 -Posters                                        (   ) 
 -Word Map                                    (   ) 
-Coursebook                                  (   ) 
3) How often are these resources used to learn the vocabulary in 
class?                          

 

4) How is the vocabulary practiced in the English classes?  

-Repeating the vocabulary words in oral form                       (    ) 

-Repeating the written form of the vocabulary word              (    ) 

-listening the vocabulary words                                             (    ) 

-Using the vocabulary words in sentences                            (    ) 

-Demonstrate the vocabulary words                                      (    )  

 

5) Which of these activities do you do to practice the vocabulary? 

-Recognize the meaning of the words                     (    ) 
-Classifying words                                                    (    ) 
-Matching the words with the meaning                    (    ) 
-Completing sentences with vocabulary words.       (    ) 
-Labeling pictures                                                     (    ) 

 Always Often Seldom Never 

Flashcards     

Videos     

Cartoons     

Posters     

Words map     

Coursebook     
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6) How often does the teacher do these activities? 
 

 

 

7) Is it easy for you to understand the English vocabulary using the 
coursebook only? 

Yes    (       )                          No     (      ) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thanks for completing the questionnaire 

 
 
 
 
 

  

Activities Always Often Seldom Never 

Recognize the 
meaning of the 
words 

    

Classifying 
words  

    

Matching the 
words with the 
meaning 

    

Completing 
sentences with 
vocabulary 
words. 

    

Labeling 
pictures 
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ANNEX 5 

Observation sheet 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Observation Sheet 

Observer:                                                                             date:   

Things to be 
observed 

Activities Yes No Sometimes 

 
 
 
Have all the 
students 
participated 
during 
class? 

ACTIVITY 1     

ACTIVITY 2    

ACTIVITY 3    

ACTIVITY 4    

 

Was the 
activity 
appropriate
d for the 
class? 

ACTIVITY 1    

ACTIVITY 2    

ACTIVITY 3    

ACTIVITY 4    

 
 
 
Were the 
objectives of 
the activities 
accomplishe
d? 
 

ACTIVITY 1    

ACTIVITY 2    

ACTIVITY 3    

ACTIVITY 4    

 
 
 
 
Suggestions 
to the 
activities 
done  

    

ACTIVITY 1    

ACTIVITY 2    

ACTIVITY 3    
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Researcher   field diary 
 

Lesson                   

Activity   

objetive: 
 

 

Materials: 
 

 

Time  

Procedure  

Group  

Do students 
like it? 

Yes  For a while   Not 

really 

 

Are they 
bored? 

Yes  No   

Do they make 
an effort? 

Yes  No   

Comments  
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ANNEX 6 

MATRIX 
THEME:  The use of flashcards to improve the English vocabulary among 5TH   year students in parallel 
’B’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ N°1 school, academic period 2013- 2014 

Problem 

 

Objetives 

 

Theoretical  frame Methodological 

design 

(action research) 

Instruments 

How does the use of flashcards 

improve the English vocabulary 

among 5TH year students in 

parallel ‘B’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ 

N°1 school, academic period 

2013-2014? 

 

 -VOCABULARY  

-What Is Vocabulary? 

-Why is important the    

vocabulary? 

-Aspects of Vocabulary 

Knowledge 

-How to teach 

Vocabulary? 

-Teaching English 

Vocabulary 

Preliminary 

investigation 

-observing the 
English classes   
 
-Stating the 
background of 
problem 
-Describing 
current situation 
 
-Locating and 
reviewing the 
literature 
 

 

-Pre-test 
 
-Pos-test 
Questionnair
es 
 
 -Diary  
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Sub-problems 
-What kind of theoretical references 

about vocabulary and flashcards are 

effective to help 5TH  year students 

in parallel ‘B’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’N° 1 

school, academic period 2013 -

2014? 

-What are the issues that limit the 

vocabulary learning among 5TH year 

students in   parallel ‘B’ at ‘‘Miguel 

Riofrío’’ N°1 School, academic 

period 2013 -2014? 

 

- What are the important phases of 

the intervention plan that address the 

current issues about the vocabulary 

among 5TH year students in parallel 

Specific 

-To investigate the theoretical 

references about vocabulary and 

flashcards as a strategy to help the 

5TH year students in parallel ‘B’ at 

‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 school, 

academic period 2013 -2014 

-To diagnose the issues that limits 

the vocabulary among 5TH year 

students in parallel  ‘B’ at 

‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 School, 

academic period 2013-2014 

-To design an intervention plan with 

the use of flashcards to improve the 

vocabulary among 5TH year students 

in parallel ‘B’ at ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 

-Principles for Teaching 

Vocabulary 

-Principle One 

-Principle two 

-Principle three 

-Principle four 

-Principle five 

-Principle Six 

 

Flashcards 

-What is a flashcard? 

-Activities  to use with 

flashcards 

-How to teach English to 

children using 

flashcards? 

 -Why use flashcards? 

-Where to get flash 

cards? 

-Creating a 
methodological 
framework for 
research 
 
-preparing an 
intervention plan 
 
Intervention 
and  
observation 
 
-applying, 
observing and 
monitoring 
students’ 
performance 
according to 
the intervention 
plan 
 
Presentation of 
research 
findings 
 
-reflecting, 
analyzing and 
answering the 
proposed 
inquiries 
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‘B’ at  ‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 School, 

academic period 2013 - 2014? 

-Which flashcards are implemented 

to improve the vocabulary among 5TH 

year students in parallel ‘B’ at 

‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N° 1 School, 

academic period 2013- 2014? 

-How do flashcards as part of the 

classroom activities reduce the 

limitation the vocabulary among 5TH 

year students in parallel ‘B’ at 

‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 School, 

academic period 2013-2014? 

School, academic period 2013- 

2014 

To apply the intervention plan as 

part of the classroom activities in 

order to solve the limitations in the 

learning of vocabulary among 5TH 

year students in parallel ‘B’ at 

‘‘Miguel Riofrío’’ N°1 school, 

academic period 2013- 2014 

To reflect up on the effect that the 

use of flashcards had among 5TH ‘B’ 

year students vocabulary at ‘‘Miguel 

Riofrío’’ N° 1 school, academic 

period 2013- 2014 

-Teaching with 

Flashcards 

 

 

 
-organizing the 
final report 
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ANNEX 7 

 
THE USE OF FLASHCARDS TO IMPROVE THE ENGLISH 

VOCABULARY AMONG 5TH YEAR STUDENTS IN PARALLEL ‘‘B’’ AT 

‘‘MIGUEL RIOFRÍO’’ N°1 SCHOOL, ACADEMIC PERIOD 2013- 2014 

 

 
 Source:  students of fifth- B year at  ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’N°1 school, were label pictures on the board 

with the purpose of recognize the meaning of the new words for improve their English vocabulary. 

Author; taken by Torres  2014 
 

 
Source: this activity was carried out with fifth- B year students, at ‘‘Miguel Riofrio’’ N°1 school. 

Flashcards help students to improve the English vocabulary this is a strategy that facilitates their 

learning in the English classes.  

Author; taken  by Torres 2014 
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